


Luxury Bathrooms 
BEAUTIFULLY BRITISH

I am delighted to welcome you to the World of Imperial 

Bathrooms.

We are a family owned business of longstanding manufacturing 

in the heart of the Potteries. We take tremendous pride in our 

traditional methods and values incorporating timeless designs, 

handcraftsmanship and high quality materials that have 

endured for over two centuries in the British ceramic industry.

Our Bathroom Collections have been created without 

compromise to satisfy the needs of the most discerning clients 

throughout the world, combining exceptional design with 

technical performance.

The latest edition of our Design Guide is the embodiment of 

the pride, skills and passion that defines Imperial Bathrooms, 

and I believe that the ownership of an Imperial bathroom will 

provide you, our customer, with a similar sense of pride and 

satisfaction for many years to come.

Geoffrey Stevenson

Chairman



A reputation 
built on tradition

We are a British company with very British 

values. Situated in Aldridge, a historic town in 

the heart of England famed for its rich history 

of clay and brick production, we thrive to keep 

local craftsmanship alive.

Our team of time-served craftsmen utilise skills 

passed down by generations to make beautiful 

bathroom products from wood, clay and other 

natural materials. For added piece of mind, all 

of our ceramic ware carries a lifetime quality 

guarantee, so you can enjoy your new Imperial 

bathroom suite safe in the knowledge that it 

will last for many years to come.  



Designed and handcrafted 
in the industrial heartland 

of England

Our collections are for those who truly recognise British-made 

quality and individuality when they see it. The kind of hand-crafted 

perfection that no mere machine alone can truly replicate. 

You only need to take a close look at the finish of any piece 

of Imperial ceramic ware and you’ll discover a flawlessly smooth 

surface beneath layer upon layer of Imperial’s brilliant glaze. 

This level of quality extends across our entire range. From our 

hand-crafted bathroom furniture, made the traditional way 

with jointed solid wood, to the reassuring strength and weight 

of our brassware that’s manufactured from cast brass to last 

a lifetime or longer. 

These are just a few examples of the way Imperial is showcasing 

the very finest British traditions of quality around the world. 

As for the way our bathrooms look, well, we are delighted 

to say that they speak for themselves.
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CARLYON

An inspiring selection of distinctive ceramic ware, 

showpiece basin stands and furniture in rich wood 

finishes for you to mix and match in any way you 

like, creating your own style.
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Carlyon Ceramic Ware

The design theme for our Carlyon Collection is set by the 

authentic look of the Carlyon ceramic ware. Here, the 

timeless appeal is gently softened by curved corners and 

neat styling around the basin interior.

As featured: 
Carlyon large basin and pedestal with 
the Radcliffe tall mono basin mixer

Carlyon Collection | Ceramic ware
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Carlyon large basin and pedestal

Carlyon basin and pedestal with Notte brassware

The beautifully crisp definition of the moulding 

details you can see here in Carlyon are one of 

the hallmarks of fine British ceramic ware by 

Imperial, reflecting the pride our craftspeople 

take in every single piece using handworking 

skills passed down through the generations.

Carlyon Collection | Ceramic ware
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Carlyon Basin Stands

These classic basin stands with elegant legs and 

exposed waste are a wonderful way to indulge 

your love of period home styling. To support 

our Carlyon basin you can choose a stand with 

either chrome or glass legs. 

As featured:

Carlyon Large basin stand, Annabel Mirror and Westminster Pendant candle holder

Carlyon Collection | Basin Stands
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Carlyon basin stand 
with glass legs 
for use with the Carlyon 
large basin (see page 35) 
h870 w710 d520mm 
Available in Chrome,  
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

Carlyon large basin stand with 
glass shelf and chrome legs 
or use with the Carlyon 
large basin (see page 35) 
h870 w710 d520mm 
Available in Chrome,  
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

Carlyon large basin 

(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome,  
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel

16

Carlyon large basin stand with glass shelf and chrome legs

Carlyon large basin stand with glass legs

Carlyon Collection | Basin Stands



As featured:

1200 box mirror with lights, Carlyon Thurlestone offset vanity unit, 
Carlyon back to wall pan and Lady Margaret bath

Carlyon Thurlestone Furniture

A striking alternative to the traditional ceramic pedestal

or basin stand. Thurlestone pieces come in a range of

fine solid wood finishes including rich hand-oiled

options. We’ve also married proud tradition with the

latest technology by introducing subtle refinements such

as soft-close door hinges and mirror options with LED 

IP44 rated down lighters and anti-mist panels.

Carlyon Collection | Furniture
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Carlyon Thurlestone wall hung 
offset vanity unit 
for use with the Carlyon large 
basin (see page 35 - available in 
left hand or right hand options) 
h595 w1160 d515mm 
Unit and top available in 
Wenge, Natural Oak, Dark Oiled 
Oak, Light Oiled Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes** 
Also available as White Linen 
cabinet with Oak top

Carlyon large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Large box mirror  
h665 w1165 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 
Large box mirror 
with downlights†  
(as shown right)

h665 w1165 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads

† Lights IP44 rated - low voltage transformer IP 20 located at the top. ** See page 38 for further information of the colour options available

Carlyon Thurlestone offset unit in Natural Oak (left hand version shown)

Carlyon Thurlestone offset unit with Natural Oak top and unit in Rosedale White finish (left hand version shown)

Carlyon Collection | Furniture
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Carlyon Thurlestone 2 door 
wall-hung vanity unit* 
for use with the Carlyon 
large basin (see page 35) 
h836 w715 d510mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Carlyon large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Thurlestone small mirror 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

*Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. ** See page 37 for further information of the colour options available

Carlyon Thurlestone vanity unit in Nutmeg Haze finish

Carlyon Thurlestone vanity unit in Cream Haze finish

Carlyon Collection | Furniture
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Carlyon Thurlestone 
2 door wall-hung vanity unit* 
for use with the Carlyon 
large basin (see page 35) 
h836 w715 d510mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Carlyon Thurlestone 
2 door Vessel unit* 
for use with the Expression 
vessel bowl (see page 39) 
h502 w660 d490mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Expression vessel bowl 

Expression tall monobloc basin 
mixer (for use with vessel bowl)
Chrome 

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

*Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. **See page 37 for further information of the colour options available

Carlyon 2 door vessel unit with Expression vessel bowl and Expression tap - as shown in Natural Oak

Carlyon 2 door vanity unit - as shown in Natural Oak

Carlyon Collection | Furniture
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Carlyon Thurlestone open 
cloak vanity unit 
for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon cloak vanity basin 
(0 or 1 tap hole) 
The basin is reversible and 
therefore the tap can be on 
the left or right hand side)

Thurlestone cloakroom mirror 
h550 w480 d25mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon Thurlestone 1 door 
cloak vanity unit 
for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin - available with a left 
or right hand door option 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Carlyon cloak vanity basin 
(0 or 1 tap hole) 
The basin is reversible and 
therefore the tap can be on 
the left or right hand side

Victorian Cloak mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

Traditional bottle trap 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 
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Thurlestone open cloak vanity unit in Stoneywell Slate finish with the Carlyon cloak vanity basin

Thurlestone 1 door cloak vanity unit (left hinge shown) in Cream Haze finish with a Carlyon cloak vanity basin

Carlyon Collection | Furniture

26 **See page 37 for further information of the colour options available



As featured:

Carlyon Roseland 2 drawer wall-hung vanity unit, Annabel Mirror in the Dark Oak Oiled finish, 
Westminster brassware, Lady Margret bath and Elizabethan floor tiles in Charcoal

Carlyon Roseland Furniture

Roseland is another elegant expression of the Carlyon 

Collection’s character. In this example the solid oak 

has been hand-oiled to a soft lustre, an exciting first in 

bathroom finishes from Imperial. Closer inspection will 

reveal the further refinement of soft-close drawers. 

Carlyon Collection | Furniture
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Expression tall monobloc 
basin mixer 
for use with vessel bowl 
(see page 39) 
Available in Chrome 

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon Roseland 1 drawer 
wall-hung vanity unit 
for use with the Carlyon 
large basin (see page 35) 
h510 w720 d520mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Carlyon large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 

Carlyon Roseland 1 drawer vessel 
bowl wallhung vanity unit for use 
with the Expression vessel bowl 
h360 w660 d490mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Expression vessel bowl 

**See page 39 for further information of the colour options available

Carlyon Roseland 1 drawer wall-hung vanity unit in Wenge with a Carlyon Large basin

Carlyon Roseland 1 drawer vessel wall-hung vanity unit in Wenge with the expressions vessel bowl

Carlyon Collection | Furniture
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Carlyon Roseland 2 drawer 
Vessel wallhung vanity unit 
(second drawer is internal) 
for use with the Expression 
vessel bowl (see page 39) 
h602 w660 d490mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**

Expression vessel bowl 

Expression tall monobloc 
basin mixer 
for use with vessel bowl 
Available in Chrome 

Carlyon Roseland 2 drawers 
wall hung vanity unit* 
(second drawer is internal) 
for use with the Carlyon 
large basin (see page 35) 
h610 w720 d515mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**

Carlyon large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

*Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. **See page 39 for further information of the colour options available

Carlyon Roseland 2 drawers wall-hung vanity unit in Grey Ecru finish

Carlyon Roseland 2 drawers wall-hung vanity unit in Grey Ecru finish with vessel bowl 

Carlyon Collection | Furniture
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Close coupled pan & cistern 
For use with the Carlyon seat 
h810 w460 d705mm 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 
(single flush push button)

Carlyon solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: Wenge, White, 
Mahogany, Natural Oak, Dark 
Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak or 
Hand Painted Finishes 

Large basin and pedestal 
Available in 1,2 or 3 Tap Hole 
h890 w715 d510mm

Floor standing bidet  
(1 tap hole) 
h400 w375 d555mm

Wall-hung bidet^  
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w355 d535mm

Back to wall pan 
For use with the Carlyon seat 
h400 w385 d525mm

Concealed cistern with extended 
Lever or Push Button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Wall-hung pan^ 
For use with the Oval seat 
h375 w388 d550mm

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 

Oval solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: Wenge, White, 
Mahogany, Natural Oak, Dark 
Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak or 
Hand Painted Finishes

^Please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option

Ceramic WC pan connector 
Available as Straight 236mm, 
Straight 330mm, or ‘L’ shaped 

Carlyon Collection

Carlyon Collection | Options
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Thurlestone 1 door cloak vanity 
unit for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin (available in left hand 
or right hand options - left hand 
shown)  
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Broadway cloak mirror 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone open cloak vanity 
unit for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Thurlestone bath front panel 
1700mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone end panel 
(not shown) 
750mm  
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone Cloak offset vanity 
unit for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin (available in left hand 
or right hand options - left hand 
shown) 
h440 w695 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Thurlestone vanity unit 
for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin 
h225 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** unit 

Carlyon cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Broadway mirror 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**, 
with or without opaque glass 
border (shown with border) 

Thurlestone small mirror 
for use with the Istia and Avignon 
tilting mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in Natural Oak, Wenge 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Expression tall 
monobloc basin 
mixer for use with 
vessel bowl 
Available in 
Chrome 

Thurlestone cloakroom mirror 
h550 w480 d25mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak or 
Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon Thurlestone wall hung 
offset vanity unit for use 
with the Carlyon large basin 
(see page 35 - available in left 
hand or right hand options) 
h595 w1160 d515mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon Thurlestone painted 
wall hung offset vanity unit 
for use with the Carlyon large basin 
(see page 35 - available in left 
hand or right hand options) 
with Oak top 
h595 w1160 d515mm 
Unit and top available in Hand 
Painted Finishes** or 
Rosedale White cabinet 
with Oak top 

Thurlestone 2 door wall cabinet 
with mirrors 
h640 w730 d180mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon Thurlestone 2 door wall-
hung vanity unit* for use with the 
Carlyon large basin (see page 35) 
h836 w715 d510mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**

Rebecca luxury mirror 
with metal strips 
h850 w685 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Carlyon Thurlestone 2 door 
vessel bowl wall-hung vanity 
unit* for use with the Expression 
vessel bowl (see page 39) 
h502 w660 d490mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h630 w853 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  
with optional heated demister pads 

Small box mirror 
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights† 

Large box mirror 
(not shown) 
h665 w1165 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

IMPORTANT: All lamps have been tested and rated at IP44, heated Demister mirror pads option available; suitable for use in Bathroom Zone 2 and Outside Zone. For more information please refer to the back of this guide*Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. **For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches. Lights. †IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated

Victorian cloak 
mono basin mixer 
ideal for use with the 
Carlyon cloak vanity 
basin  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold or 
Polished Nickel 

Expressions cloak 
mono basin mixer 
ideal for use with 
the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin  
Available in 
Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished 
Nickel 

Carlyon Thurlestone FurnitureCarlyon Thurlestone Furniture

Thurlestone collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes Oiled wood finishes

Henley Blue Wenge Dark Oak Light OakNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

Carlyon Collection | OptionsCarlyon Collection | Options
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Carlyon Roseland 1 drawer 
wall-hung vanity unit for use 
with the Carlyon large basin 
(see page 35) 
h510 w720 d520mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Expression vessel bowl 
for use with the Chrome click 
clack waste 
(0 tap holes) 
h170 w420 d420mm

Carlyon Roseland 2 drawers 
wall-hung vanity unit* for use 
with the Carlyon large basin 
(see page 35) 
h610 w720 d515mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Carlyon Roseland 1 drawer 
wall-hung vanity unit for use 
with the Expression vessel bowl 
h360 w660 d490mm 
Unit and top available in Wenge, 
Natural Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, 
Light Oiled Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes**

Expression tall monobloc basin 
mixer for use with Expression 
vessel bowl 
Available in Chrome  
(only available in chrome)

Carlyon Roseland 2 drawers 
wall-hung vanity unit* for use 
with the Expression vessel bowl 
h602 w660 d490mm 
Unit and top available in Wenge, 
Natural Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, 
Light Oiled Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes**

*Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. ** For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Carlyon Roseland Furniture

Roseland collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes Oiled wood finishes

Henley Blue Wenge Dark Oak Light OakNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

Carlyon Collection | Options
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Collection
ETOILE

THE

A collection with exceptional presence and 

strength of character. Combine the ceramic ware 

in white or dramatic black, classical basin stands 

and a selection of real wood furniture designed to 

complement the style of the Etoile ceramics.

Ceramic Collection 
43

Basin Stands 
49

Furniture 
55

Collection Options 
61

Etoile Collection
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Etoile Ceramic Ware

For Etoile our designers have taken an iconic Victorian 

basin shape and rounded the corners a little more to 

provide a smooth and subtle variation on a classic look.

Etoile Collection | Ceramic ware
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Choose an Etoile basin in either a large or 

medium size to suit the proportions of your 

room. You can then go on to create your own 

completely distinctive look with the wide 

selection of brassware, accessories, lighting 

and mirrors all exclusive to Imperial.

Etoile medium basin and pedestal

Etoile large basin and pedestal

Etoile Collection | Ceramic ware
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Etoile medium basin and 
pedestal

Etoile large basin and pedestal

Opulent and unashamedly glamorous, 

Etoile takes on a dramatically different character 

in black. Our craftspeople fire each individual piece 

up to six times, carefully smoothing the surface 

at each stage to achieve the gleaming, flawless 

finish only Imperial can achieve.

Etoile large basin

Etoile Collection | Ceramic ware
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Etoile Basin Stands

If you’re looking to conjure a truly 

authentic period charm in your 

Etoile bathroom then an Imperial 

basin stand hand-made in a choice 

of luxurious finishes will help you 

achieve it to perfection.

Etoile Collection | Basin Stands
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Etoile Vergennes basin stand 
for use with the Etoile large basin 
(see page 61)  
h870 w820 d520mm 
Available in Chrome,  
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

 Etoile large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
White  or Black 

 Etoile Hardwick basin stand 
for use with the Etoile large basin 
(see page 61)  
h870 w820 d520mm 
Available in Chrome,  
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

 Etoile large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome,  
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel

50

Etoile large basin stand

Etoile Hardwick Basin Stand

Etoile Collection | Basin Stands
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Medium basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h820 w605 d450mm

Etoile medium basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 

Pedestal 
White or Black 

Etoile pedestal stand 
h350 w531 d415 mm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

Etoile Vergennes basin stand 
for use with the Etoile large basin 
(see page 61) 
h870 w820 d520mm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

Etoile Hardwick glass leg 
basin stand (not shown) 
for use with the Etoile large basin 
(see page 61) 
h870 w820 d520mm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

Etoile large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold, Polished Nickel 

52

Etoile Vegennes large basin stand

Etoile medium basin and pedestal with the Chrome pedestal stand

Etoile Collection | Basin Stands
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Etoile Canterbury Furniture

Imperial furniture is always recognisable not 

only by the quality of our solid woods and 

finishes including hand-oiled oak, but also 

by our attention to fine detail. Notice how 

the drawers wrap smoothly around to echo 

the rounded shape of the Etoile basin. 

Etoile Canterbury Collection | Furniture
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Canterbury large mirror 
with lights† 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes** with optional 
heated demister pads 

Canterbury large mirror 
with shelf 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes** with optional 
heated demister pads 

Canterbury large wall-hung 
vanity unit 
for use with the Etoile large basin 
(see page 61) 
h665 w700 d530mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Etoile large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
White  or Black  

†Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated

Canterbury larger vanity unit in Natural Oak

Canterbury Large vanity unit with the Etoile large basin in Stoneywell Slate

Etoile Canterbury Collection | Furniture
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Canterbury medium wall-hung 
vanity unit for use with the Etoile 
medium basin (see page 61) 
h540 w600 d450mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak or 
Hand Painted Finishes** 

Etoile medium basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
White  or Black 

Canterbury medium mirror 
with lights† 
h700 w600 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes** with optional 
heated demister pads 

Canterbury medium mirror 
with shelf 
h700 w600 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes** with optional 
heated demister pads 

58 †Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated

Canterbury medium wall hung vanity unit in Dark Oiled oak finish

Canterbury medium wall hung vanity unit in Cream Haze painted finish

Etoile Canterbury Collection | Furniture
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Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h845 w700 d530mm

Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h845 w700 d530mm

Etoile solid wood toilet seat 
with standard hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Wall-hung pan^ 
for use with the Oval seat 
h362 w390 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings

Etoile solid wood toilet seat 
with soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Back to wall pan^ 
h400 w390 d490mm

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings

Etoile close coupled pan & cistern 
for use with the Etoile seat 
h805 w470 d730mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings   
(available with push button 
or lever)

Etoile pan & low level cistern 
for use with the Etoile seat 
h1160 w445 d670-735mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings  

Etoile pan & high level cistern 
with brass plated brackets 
for use with the Etoile seat 
h2200-2400 w445 d660mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings

Medium basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h820 w605 d450mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h380 w330 d540mm

Wall-hung bidet^  
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w339 d537mm

Medium basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h820 w605 d450mm

Wall-hung bidet^ 
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w339 d537mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
(not shown) 
h380 w365 d555mm

Wall-hung pan^ 
for use with the Oval seat 
h362 w390 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with extended 
Lever or Push Button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings

Back to wall pan^ 
h400 w390 d490mm

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings

Etoile close coupled pan & cistern 
for use with the Etoile seat 
h805 w470 d730mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings   
(lever only)

Etoile pan & low level cistern 
for use with the Etoile seat 
h1160 w445 d670-735mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings  

Etoile pan & high level cistern 
with brass plated brackets 
for use with the Etoile seat 
h2200-2400 w445 d660mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold, or Polished Nickel fittings  

Etoile CollectionEtoile Collection Black

60 ^Supplied without any wall brackets - please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option
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**For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches. Lights. †IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated

Etoile Canterbury medium 
wall-hung vanity unit 
for use with the Etoile large basin 
h540 w600 d450mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Etoile medium basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

 

Thurlestone bath front panel 
1700mm (not shown) 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Rebecca luxury mirror 
with metal strips 
h850 w685 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Etoile Canterbury large 
wall-hung vanity unit 
for use with Etoile large basin 
h665 w700 d530mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Large Basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

 

Large box mirror 
h665 w1165 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights† 

Canterbury large mirror 
with lights† 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Wenge, Natural Oak, Dark Oiled 
Oak, Light Oiled Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes** with heated 
demister pads, with or without 
lights†

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h630 w853 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Canterbury medium mirror 
with shelf 
h700 w600 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights† 

Small box mirror 
w630 h630 d110mm 
without lights 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Verona large mirror 
h700 w700 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads

Verona cloak mirror 
h500 w500 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads

Thurlestone end panel 
750mm (not shown) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Canterbury Furniture

Canterbury collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes Oiled wood finishes

Henley Blue Wenge Dark Oak Light OakNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

Canterbury Collection | Options
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Collection

THE

ASTORIA DECO

The designers of the 1920s left years of wartime 

austerity behind them with exuberant new forms 

and striking colour combinations. Our Astoria Deco 

Collection is the perfect starting point to create 

your own personal evocation of the Jazz Age.

Ceramic Collection 
67

Basin Stands 
71

Harmony Furniture 
75

Collection Options 
83

Astoria Deco Collection
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As featured:

Edwardian brassware, Antique Crackle wall tiles, Linea 
mirror in Wenge, Linea bath panel, Astoria Deco bath

Astoria Deco Ceramic Ware

Take the square forms and assertive geometric 

styling of Astoria Deco as the starting point 

for your 1920s-inspired styling adventure with 

exclusive baths, tiles, brassware, accessories and 

mirrors by Imperial to complete the look.

Astoria Deco Collection | Ceramic ware
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Astoria Deco basin

Astoria Deco large basin and pedestal

Astoria Deco pedestal feature

Astoria Deco cistern lever

A gleaming black finish gives Astoria a special 

allure, throwing its crisply-defined detailing 

into even more impressive relief. Firing every 

piece up to six times to achieve a mirror-like 

smoothness, only Imperial craftspeople can 

achieve a deep gloss of this quality.

Astoria Deco Collection | Ceramic ware
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Astoria Deco Basin Stands

Nothing evokes a sense of period opulence 

more than these basin stands hand crafted in 

brass with a choice of timeless finishes. Shown 

here is the chrome option with elegantly slim 

glass legs. Exclusive tiles, radiators, tiling 

and metal mirrors by Imperial complete an 

authentic look.

Astoria Deco Collection | Basin Stands
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Astoria Deco small basin 
stand with towel rail 
for use with the Astoria 
Deco small basin 
h855 w520 d415mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel 

Astoria Deco small basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Astoria Deco large 
basin stand 
for use with the Astoria 
Deco large basin 
h880 w740 d490mm 
(Chrome legs) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel 

Astoria Deco large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
White  or Black 

Hardwick Astoria Deco 
basin stand 
(as shown on previous page) 
for use with the Astoria Deco large 
basin (Glass legs and without 
glass shelf) 
h880 w740 d490mm 
Leg & trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel 

Astoria Deco large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel

72

Astoria Deco cloak basin stand with Chrome legs

Astoria Deco large basin stand with Chrome legs

Astoria Deco Collection | Basin Stands
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Astoria Deco Harmony Furniture

The 1920s furniture designers embraced alternative 

materials, including metal. This collection follows their 

lead by combining solid woods with crisp, rust-free 

weave inserts. Choose rich dark Wenge, Natural Oak 

or a selection of traditional hand-painted finishes.

As featured: 
Harmony wash station with Metal Weave door in Wenge, 2 door wall 
cabinet, Windsor bath, Victorian brassware

Astoria Deco Collection | Furniture
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Harmony vanity unit 
with Metal weave 
for use with the Astoria Deco large 
basin (see page 83) 
h860 w645 d480mm 
(Supplied with Metal Weave door) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Astoria Deco large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 

Saffron luxury mirror 
with metal strips 
h850 w685 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Harmony wash station open 
for use with the Astoria Deco 
large basin (see page 83) 
h860 w645 d480mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Astoria Deco large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 

Harmony mirror 
h570 w710 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**

Harmony wash station open in Natural Oak with an Astoria Deco basin

Harmony wash station with Metal weave door in Natural Oak

**See page 85 for further information of the colour options available

Astoria Deco Collection | Furniture
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Thurlestone 1 door cloak 
vanity unit 
for use with the Astoria Deco 
vanity basin (available with a left 
hand or right hand hinged door - 
left hinged door shown) 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Avaiaible in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Astoria Deco cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes)  
(White Only)  

Thurlestone open cloak 
vanity unit 
for use with the Astoria Deco 
cloak vanity basin 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Avaiaible in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Astoria Deco cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes)  
(White Only) 

Thurlestone cloakroom mirror 
h550 w480 d25mm 
Avaiaible in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victorian cloak mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Traditional Bottle trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

78 **See page 84 for further information of the colour options available

Thurlestone open cloak vanity unit in Stoneywell Slate finish

Thurlestone 1 door vanity unit in Rosedale White (Left hand door option shown)

Astoria Deco Collection | Furniture
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Thurlestone cloak offset 
vanity unit 
for use with the Astoria Deco cloak 
vanity basin (available as left or 
right hand side - shown left hand 
version) 
h440 w695 d260mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Astoria Deco cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes)  
White Only 

Thurlestone Cloak vanity unit 
for use with the Astoria Deco cloak 
vanity basin 
h225 w500 d260mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Astoria Deco cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes)  
White Only 

**See page 84 for further information of the colour options available

Thurlestone cloak vanity unit in WengeThurlestone cloak vanity unit in Natural Oak

Thurlestone Cloak offset vanity unit in Natural Oak (left Hand hinge shown)

Astoria Deco Collection | Furniture
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82 ^Supplied without any wall brackets - please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option.

Large basin and pedestal 
(Available in 1, 2 or 3 Tap Hole) 
h850 w640 d485mm

Large basin and pedestal 
(Available in 1, 2 or 3 Tap Hole) 
h850 w640 d485mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h380 w340 d555mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h380 w340 d555mm

Small basin and pedestal 
Available in 1, 2 or 3 tap Holes) 
h785 w515 d410

Small basin and pedestal 
(Available in 1, 2 or 3 Tap Hole) 
h785 w515 d410mm

Wall-hung pan^ 
h375 w388 d550mm 
for use with the Oval seat

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 

Oval solid wood toilet seat with 
standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: Wenge, White, 
Mahogany, Natural Oak 

Wall-hung pan^ 
h375 w388 d550mm 
for use with the Oval seat

Concealed cistern with extended 
Lever or Push Button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 

Oval solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: Wenge, White, 
Mahogany, Natural Oak 

Inset basin 
h175 w500 d415mm

Inset basin 
h175 w500 d415mm

Astoria Deco pan & close 
coupled cistern 
h800 w415 d710mm 
for use with the Windsor seat 
Pan & cistern  
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings  
(available with push button 
or lever)

Windsor solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: Wenge, White, 
Mahogany, Natural Oak 

Astoria Deco pan & close 
coupled cistern 
h800 w415 d710mm 
for use with the Windsor seat 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings  
(available with push button 
or lever)

Windsor solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: Wenge, White, 
Mahogany, Natural Oak 

Wall-hung bidet^  
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w355 d535mm

Wall-hung bidet^  
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w355 d535mm

Astoria Deco pan & low level 
cistern with a ceramic or brass 
plated plate  
h1163 w412 d672mm 
for use with the Windsor seat 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Astoria Deco pan & low level 
cistern with a ceramic or brass 
plated plate  
h1163 w412 d672mm 
for use with the Windsor seat 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Astoria Deco pan & high level 
cistern with brass plated 
brackets and a ceramic or brass 
plated plate 
h2000-2300 w412 d630mm 
for use with the Windsor seat 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Astoria Deco pan & high level 
cistern with brass plated 
brackets and a ceramic or brass 
plated plate 
h2000-2300 w412 d630mm 
for use with the Windsor seat 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Astoria Deco Collection Astoria Deco Black Collection 
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Large box mirror 
h665 w1165 d90 mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Harmony vanity unit  
(supplied with Metal Weave door) 
for use with the Astoria Deco 
large basin (see page 83) 
h860 w645 d480mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Harmony bath front panel  
1700mm 
(supplied with Metal Weave panel) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone 1 door cloak 
 vanity unit for use with the 
Carlyon cloak vanity basin 
(available in left hand or right 
hand options - left hand shown)  
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Astoria cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h632 w855 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Harmony wash station open 
for use with the Astoria Deco large 
basin (see page 83) 
h860 w645 d480mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Harmony bath end panel 
(not shown) 
750mm 
(supplied with Metal Weave panel) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone open cloak 
vanity unit for use with the 
Carlyon cloak vanity basin 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Astoria cloak vanity basin 
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Small box mirror  
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Harmony mirror wall cabinet 
2 doors 
h660 w700 d164mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Harmony tall unit  
h1600 w520 d473mm 
(supplied with Metal Weave door) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone cloak offset 
vanity unit for use with the 
Carlyon cloak vanity basin 
(available in left hand or right 
hand options - left hand shown) 
h440 w695 d260mm 
Unit and top available in Wenge, 
Natural Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, 
Light Oiled Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes** 

Astoria cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Thurlestone cloakroom mirror 
h550 w480 d25mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak or 
Hand Painted Finishes**

Harmony mirror 
h570 w710 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone vanity unit 
for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin 
h225 w500 d260mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Astoria cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

†Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. ** For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Harmony FurnitureThurlestone Furniture

Harmony collection hand painted wood finishesThurlestone collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishesWood finishes

Henley Blue WengeNutmeg Haze Natural Oak Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru Henley Blue WengeNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

Astoria Deco Collection | OptionsAstoria Deco Collection | Options
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Collection

THE

RADCLIFFE

Combine our classic Radcliffe ceramic ware with 

your personal selection of co-ordinated basin 

stands and real wood furniture from this collection 

to create your own unique statement. 

Ceramic Collection 
89

Basin Stands 
96

Thurlestone Furniture 
106

Attica Furniture 
113

 Westbury Furniture 
117

Esteem Furniture 
123 

Linea Furniture 
127

Collection Options 
131

Radcliffe Collection
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As featured:

Radcliffe large basin and pedestal and Vuello Brassware

Radcliffe Ceramic Ware

With its confident lines that flow effortlessly 

from basin down into the pedestal, Radcliffe forms 

the distinctive heart of this wonderfully inspiring 

and varied collection.

Radcliffe Collection | Ceramic ware
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Radcliffe low and high level 
ceramic plate option

Radcliffe low and high level 
brass Chrome plate option Radcliffe medium basin and pedestal, high level cistern and pan and Astoria mirror in Wenge

Radcliffe ceramic ware gives you a variety 

of beautiful ways to express your individuality. 

On the left, for example, wall-hung pieces 

from the collection allow you to neatly blend 

traditional and contemporary ideas. Other 

careful details include authentic period cistern 

mounting brackets and a choice of either 

ceramic or chrome joining plates for the high 

and low level options.

Radcliffe large basin and semi-pedestal, wall-hung pan and Linea mirror in White

Radcliffe Collection | Ceramic ware
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Fade to black for a very different bathroom 

mood. Our craftspeople fire these very special 

Radcliffe pieces up to six times to achieve the 

deep, glassy finish only Imperial can achieve. 

Choose from the inspired range of exclusive 

Imperial brassware, lighting and mirrors to carry 

through the powerful theme.

Radcliffe large basin and pedestal

Radcliffe Troon basin stand with chrome legs

Radcliffe Collection | Ceramic ware
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Radcliffe Basin Stands

With Radcliffe you have many exciting styling options. 

You can mount a Radcliffe vanity basin on a traditional 

hand-crafted stand in range of sophisticated finishes 

(as shown here) or you can opt for a Radcliffe under-

counter basin mounted within a period-style console 

with an opulent top in real Marble, Black Granite or 

Blue Belgian Stone.

Radcliffe Collection | Basin Stands
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Oban marble console 
for use with the Radcliffe 
under-counter basin 
h920 w1090 d585mm 
(the height is to the top of 
the upstand)

Supplied with either Dawn White 
Marble or Galaxy Black Granite top 
Dawn White Marble top  
Black Galaxy Granite top  
Leg and trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel, White Satin 
or Black Satin 

Radcliffe under-counter basin 
Available in White or Black 

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Prices above do not include waste 
fittings. Marble vanity tops are 
manufactured to order and only 
available in a 3 tap hole configuration.

Radcliffe Oban console with Chrome legs

Radcliffe Oban console with Black Satin legs

Radcliffe Collection | Basin Stands
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Oban basin stand 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h820 w730 d485mm 
Leg and trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel, White Satin 
or Black Satin 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
Available in White or Black 

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe Oban basin stand with Black Satin legs

Radcliffe Oban basin stand with White Satin legs

Black Satin legs

White Satin legs

Radcliffe Collection | Basin Stands
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Adare Radcliffe basin stand 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h850 w685 d495mm 
Leg and trim finish options:  
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Adare marble console 
for use with the Radcliffe 
under-counter basin (see page 131) 
and Blue Belgium stone top 
h920 w1240 d600mm 
(The height is to the top 
of the upstand) 
Blue Belgian Stone Top 
(double basin)  
Leg and trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe under-counter basin 
Available in White or Black 

Prices above do not include waste 
fittings. Marble vanity tops are 
manufactured to order and only 
available in a 3 tap hole configuration.

Radcliffe Adare basin stand with Chrome legs

Radcliffe Adare console with Blue Belgium top and Chrome legs

Radcliffe Collection | Basin Stands
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Troon Radcliffe basin stand 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h850 w685 d495mm 
Leg and trim finish options:  
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe vanity basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black  

Troon console 
for use with the Radcliffe 
under-counter basin (see page 131) 
and Blue Belgium Stone top 
h920 w1240 d600mm 
(The height is to the top 
of the upstand) 
Blue Belgian Stone Top 
(double basin)  
Leg and trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe under-counter basin 
Available in White or Black  

Prices above do not include waste 
fittings. Marble vanity tops are 
manufactured to order and only 
available in a 3 tap hole configuration.

Radcliffe Troon basin stand with Chrome legs Radcliffe Troon console with Blue Belgium top and Chrome legs

Radcliffe Collection | Basin Stands
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Radcliffe Thurlestone 
Furniture

This beautifully hand crafted range brings 

together the Radcliffe vanity basin with a 

wall-mounted or free standing units in solid 

woods with finishes including Wenge, 

hand-oiled or natural Oak and a number 

of hand-painted shades. You’ll also find 

the refinement of soft-close doors.

Radcliffe Collection | Furniture
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Radcliffe Thurlestone wall hung 
vanity unit* 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin (as shown opposite 
with Richmond 30cm towel rail - 
not included) 
h805 w685 d495mm (with legs) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
White  or Black 

Richmond 30cm towel rail 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Thurlestone small mirror 
for use with the Istia and Avignon 
tilting mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Natural Oak, Wenge or Hand 
Painted Finishes 

Broadway mirror with opaque 
feature glass border 
h647 w647 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Broadway Mirror 
(not shown) 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

*Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. ** See option section for painted finish options on page 132 107

Radcliffe Thurlestone wall-hung vanity unit in Stoneywell Slate finish

Radcliffe Thurlestone wall-hung vanity unit in Grey Ecru

Radcliffe Collection | Furniture
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Thurlestone 2 door vanity unit 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h830 w695 d495mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Thurlestone small mirror 
for use with the Istia and Avignon 
tilting mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone Cloak vanity unit 
for use with the Radcliffe cloak 
vanity basin 
h225 w500 d260mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Radcliffe cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes)  
(White Only) 

Broadway cloak mirror 
(as shown on page 109) 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

** See option section for painted finish options on page 132 

Thurlestone cloak vanity unit in Natural oak

Radcliffe Thurlestone free standing 2 door vanity unit in Natural Oak

Natural Oak

Wenge

Radcliffe Collection | Furniture
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Thurlestone open cloak 
vanity unit 
for use with the Radcliffe cloak 
vanity basin 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes)  
(White only) 

Thurlestone cloakroom mirror 
h550 w480 d25mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victorian cloak mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Thurlestone cloak offset 
vanity unit 
for use with the Radcliffe cloak 
vanity basin (available in left hand 
or right hand options - left hand 
shown) 
h440 w695 d260mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Radcliffe cloak vanity basin  
(0 or 1 tap holes)  
(White Only) 

Broadway mirror with opaque 
feature glass border 
h647 w647 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Broadway mirror 
(not shown) 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

** See option section for painted finish options on page 132 

Thurlestone open cloak vanity unit in Rosedale White

Left hand shown

Radcliffe Collection | Furniture
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Radcliffe Attica Furniture

Here the Radcliffe vanity basin is set 

on solid wood wall-hung units in 

Natural Oak, Wenge or hand-painted 

finishes, with or without supporting 

front legs. For a distinctive modernist 

twist you can then choose drawer fronts 

in a selection of striking printed glass 

designs or, if you prefer, you can opt for 

solid wood drawer fronts.

As featured:

Attica furniture in Stoneywell slate with Black glass drawer, Radcliffe brassware and Tube lights

Radcliffe Collection | Furniture
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Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 

Saffron luxury mirror 
h850 w685mm d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe Attica wall-hung 
vanity unit* 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h605 w685 d490mm

Carcass Options: 
Wenge, Natural Oak, Nutmeg 
Haze, Stoneywell Slate or Cream 
Haze solid fronted wood drawers 
available in: Wenge or Natural Oak 

Glass fronted drawers available in: 
Walnut, Red, Black or White 

114 *Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. ** See option section for painted finish options on page 132 

Red glass drawersBlack glass drawers

WengeNatural Oak

White glass drawersWalnut glass drawers

SOLID WOOD DRAWERS OPTIONS

GLASS DRAWERS OPTIONS

Radcliffe Attica wall-hung vanity unit with Natural Oak carcass and Walnut glass drawers

Radcliffe Attica wall-hung vanity unit with Wenge carcass and Red glass drawers
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Radcliffe Westbury Furniture

A range of solid wood designs with a highly 

distinctive character in hand-painted finishes, 

Natural Oak, Wenge and – exclusive to 

Westbury – finely figured Walnut. Look closer 

and you’ll also find refinements including glass 

shelving with LED interior lighting, soft-close 

doors, mirrors with LED downlighters and 

optional anti-mist panels along with a solid 

Blue Belgian Stone counter top.

As featured:

Westbury twin unit with drawers in Stoneywell Slate with Blue Belgian Stone top
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2 door and 3 drawer unit with 
internal glass shelves 
available in following finishes: 
Wenge, Natural Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes**  
Walnut 

2 Door Unit and 3 drawer LED 
lighting within the cupboard 
available in following finishes: 
Wenge, Natural Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes**  
Walnut  
available with a Blue Belgian 
Stone Top 3 tap only 
Blue Belgian Stone top 

Radcliffe under-counter basin 
White  or Black 

Westbury twin vanity unit 
for use with the Radcliffe 
under-counter basin 
h845 w1240 d600mm

2 door unit with glass shelves 
available in following finishes: 
Wenge, Natural Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes**  
Walnut 

2 door unit with glass shelves 
and LED lighting kit 
available in following finishes: 
Wenge, Natural Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes**  
Walnut 

118 ** See option section for painted finish options on page 135 

Barrington double vanity unit in WalnutWestbury twin vanity unit in Walnut with Belgian Blue Stone top and glass shelf

Featuring the Belgium Blue Stone topFeaturing internally illumated doors
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Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Low trap seal basin waste 
for use on the above unit 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Small box mirror with lights† 
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Small box mirror (not shown) 
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads

Westbury wall-hung 
vanity unit with 1 drawer 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h436 w685 d486mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Low trap seal basin waste 
for use on the above unit 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h630 w853 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Westbury wall-hung 
open vanity unit 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h436 w685 d486mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

120 †Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. **See option section for painted finish options on pages 132-135

Westbury wall-hung vanity unit with a draw in Stoneywell Slate finish and the Box mirror with shelves (Left Hand shown)

Westbury wall-hung open vanity unit in Cream Haze finish
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Radcliffe Esteem Furniture

A design that harks back to an age when, for many 

people, form followed function to produce a timeless 

simplicity in furniture. As always our craftspeople have 

executed these Imperial pieces in traditionally jointed 

solid woods with a choice of Natural Oak, Wenge or 

hand-painted finishes in a range of shades.

As featured:

Radcliffe Esteem vanity unit with wood doors in Natural Oak
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Radcliffe Esteem vanity unit 
with wood doors 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h850 w650 d470mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black 

Thurlestone small mirror 
for use with the Istia and Avignon 
tilting mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**

Canterbury Large Mirror† 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

124 †Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. **See option section for painted finish options on pages 132-135

Radcliffe Esteem vanity unit with wood doors in Wenge 

Radcliffe Esteem vanity unit with wood doors in Grey Ecru 
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Radcliffe Linea Furniture

Elegant free-standing units in Natural Oak, Wenge or 

White, all with the distinctive feature of door insets in 

frosted glass and the refinement of soft-close hinges. 

For two distinctively different looks choose a Radcliffe 

vanity unit as your unit top or a solid wood top with 

our Expression vessel bowl. 

As featured:

Radcliffe Linea 2 door vanity unit in White, Richmond accessories, Victorian brassware
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Radcliffe Linea vanity unit 
with 2 wood/frosted glass doors 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h850 w685 d486mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 

Linea mirror with opaque 
feature glass border 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Linea mirror 
(not shown) 
h647 w647 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**

Vessel bowl unit with 
2 bow fronted wood/frosted 
glass doors 
for use with the Expression 
vessel bowl (see page 39) 
h692 w630 d430mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Expression vessel bowl 

128 **See option section for painted finish options on page 134

Radcliffe Linea vanity unit with 2 wood/frosted glass doors

Vessel bowl unit with 2 bow fronted wood/frosted glass doors
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130 ^Supplied without any wall brackets - please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option

Radcliffe CollectionRadcliffe Black Collection

Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h865 w685 d505mm

Vanity basin – 685mm 
(not shown) 
(1 or 3 tap holes) 
h165 w685 d490mm

Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h865 w685 d505mm 

Vanity basin – 685mm 
(not shown) 
(1 or 3 tap holes) 
h165 w685 d490mm

Radcliffe solid wood toilet seat 
with standard hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Radcliffe solid wood toilet seat 
with soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Wall-hung bidet^  
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w355 d535mm 

Medium basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h850 w600 d440mm

Medium basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h850 w600 d440mm

Wall-hung pan^ 
for use with the Oval seat 
h375 w388 d550mm

Oval solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Wall-hung pan^ 
for use with the Oval seat 
h375 w388 d550mm

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 

Oval solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: Wenge, White, 
Mahogany, Natural Oak

Large basin and semi pedestal 
(1 or 3 tap holes) 
h437 w600 d440mm

Large basin and semi pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h437 w600 d440mm

Radcliffe close coupled 
pan & cistern 
for use with the Radcliffe seat 
h800 w430 d720mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 
(available with push button 
or lever)

Radcliffe close coupled 
pan & cistern 
for use with the Radcliffe seat 
h800 w430 d720mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings  
(available with push button 
or lever)

Radcliffe solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany

Under counter basin 
h200 w500 d395mm

Under counter basin 
h200 w500 d395mm

Radcliffe pan & low level 
cistern with a ceramic or brass 
plated plate 
for use with the Radcliffe seat 
h1195 w430 d720mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Radcliffe pan & high level cistern 
with brass plated brackets and 
a ceramic or brass plated plate 
for use with the Radcliffe seat 
h2200 w430 d720mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h390 w380 d550mm

Wall-hung bidet^  
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w355 d535mm 

Radcliffe pan & low level 
cistern with a ceramic or brass 
plated plate 
for use with the Radcliffe seat 
h1195 w430 d720mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Radcliffe pan & high level cistern 
with brass plated brackets and 
a ceramic or brass plated plate 
for use with the Radcliffe seat 
h2200 w430 d720mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings
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IMPORTANT: All lamps have been tested and rated at IP44, heated Demister mirror pads option available; suitable for use in Bathroom Zone 2 and Outside Zone. For more information please refer to the back of this guide132 †Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. ** For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Radcliffe Thurlestone Collection Radcliffe Thurlestone Collection

Thurlestone 2 drawer 
vanity unit for use with the 
Radcliffe vanity basin 
h832 w690 d485mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe vanity basin 

Thurlestone cloak offset vanity 
unit for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin (available in left hand 
or right hand options - left hand 
shown) 
h440 w695 d260mm 
Unit and top available with Wenge, 
Natural Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, 
Light Oiled Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes**  

Radcliffe cloak vanity basin 
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Thurlestone 2 door vanity unit 
for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h830 w690 d485mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Radcliffe vanity basin 

Broadway cloak mirror 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone vanity unit for use 
with the Carlyon cloak vanity basin 
h225 w500 d260mm 
Unit available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe cloak vanity basin 
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Thurlestone 1 door cloak vanity 
unit for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin (available in left hand 
or right hand options - left hand 
shown)  
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe Cloak vanity basin 
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Thurlestone small mirror for use 
with the Istia and Avignon tilting 
mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone bath front panel 
1700mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
Hand Painted Finishes** 

Broadway mirror 
h665 w1165 d90mm

Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**, 
with or without opaque feature 
glass border (shown with border)

Thurlestone open cloak vanity 
unit for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin 
h535 w500 d260mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe Cloak vanity basin 
(0 or 1 tap holes) 

Thurlestone 2 door wall cabinet 
with mirrors 
h640 w730 d180mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victorian cloak mono basin mixer 
ideal for use with the Carlyon cloak 
vanity basin  
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel 

Rebecca luxury mirror 
with metal strips 
h850 w685 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Expressions cloak mono basin 
mixer ideal for use with the 
Carlyon cloak vanity basin  
Available in Chrome 

Small box mirror  
h630 w630 d90mm

without lights 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

with lights† (not shown) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Thurlestone end panel 
(not shown) 
750mm  
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h632 w855 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Large box mirror 1165 
h665 w1165 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights

Thurlestone collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes Oiled wood finishes

Henley Blue Wenge Dark Oak Light OakNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

Radcliffe Thurlestone wall hung 
2 drawer vanity unit* for use 
with the Radcliffe vanity basin  
h805 w685 d495mm (with legs) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 
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†Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. ** For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Broadway mirror 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge or 
Natural Oak, with or without 
opaque feature glass border 
(shown with border)

Westminster gallery mirror 
h670 w510 d110mm 
Available in White, Wenge or 
Natural Oak with an optional rail 
available in Chrome, Antique Gold  
or Polished Nickel 

Broadway long mirror 
h700 w1200 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Hand Painted Finishes** 
or Walnut 

Wall cabinet with 2 curved 
fronted wood/frosted glass 
doors 
h565 w620 d190mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Westbury twin 2 door vanity 
for use with the Radcliffe under-
counter basin (see page 131) and 
a Blue Belgium Stone top (3 tap 
only) supplied separately  
h845 w1240 d600mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak,  
Hand Painted Finishes** or Walnut

Radcliffe under-counter basin 
Available in White or Black 

Expressions vessel bowl for use 
with the Chrome click clack waste 
(0 tap holes) 
h170 w420 d420mm 

Large box mirror 
h665 w1165 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Radcliffe Linea vanity unit with 
2 wood/frosted glass doors for 
use with the Radcliffe vanity basin 
h850 w690 d485mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Westbury twin 2 door vanity 
with 3 drawers 
for use with the Radcliffe under-
counter basin (see page 131) and 
a Blue Belgium Stone top (3 tap 
only) supplied separately  
h845 w1240 d600mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak,  
Hand Painted Finishes** or Walnut

Expression tall monobloc basin 
mixer (for use with vessel bowl) 
Available in Chrome 

Broadway cloak mirror 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h630 w853 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**, with 
optional heated demister pads

Vessel bowl unit with 2 bow 
fronted wood/frosted glass 
doors 
(shown right) 
h692 w630 d430mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Westbury wall-hung vanity 
unit with 1 door 
for use with the 
Radcliffe vanity basin 
h436 w685 d486mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak,  
Hand Painted Finishes** or Walnut

Modern low trap seal 
basin waste 
for used on the above unit 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel 

Linea bath front panel 
1700mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Linea end panel 
(not shown) 
750mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Thurlestone 2 door wall cabinet 
with mirrors 
h640 w730 d180mm 
W Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Small box mirror 
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**, with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Westbury 2 door wall cabinet 
with mirrors 
h620 w650 d170mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Hand Painted Finishes** 
or Walnut 

Radcliffe Linea tall unit 
with 1 door 
h1408 w490 d355mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Westbury wall-hung open vanity 
unit for use with the Radcliffe 
vanity basin 
h436 w685 d486mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak,  
Hand Painted Finishes** or Walnut

Radcliffe vanity basin 
Available in White or Black  

Modern low trap seal 
basin waste 
for used on the above unit 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel

Thurlestone bath front panel 
1700mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Thurlestone end panel 
(not shown) 
750mm  
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe Westbury CollectionRadcliffe Linea Collection

Linea collection finishes

White 

Westbury collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes Oiled wood finishes

Henley Blue Wenge Dark Oak Light Oak WalnutNutmeg Haze Natural OakWengeNatural Oak
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†Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. *Unit supplied also with front wooden legs. ** For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Broadway mirror 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**, 
with or without opaque feature 
glass border (shown with border)

Attica wall-hung 2 drawer 
vanity unit† for use with the 
Radcliffe vanity basin 
h605 w685 d490mm 
Carcass options: 
Rosedale White. Stoneywell Slate. 
Nutmeg Haze, Natural Oak or 
Wenge 
Drawer Options 
Solid Wood Finishes: 
Wenge or Natural Oak 
Printed glass drawer options: 
Walnut, Red, Black or White 

Radcliffe vanity basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap) 
Available in White or Black 

Broadway cloak mirror 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Painted Finishes** 

Radcliffe Esteem vanity unit 
with wood doors for use with the 
Radcliffe vanity basin 
h850 w685 d505mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victoria corner vessel unit for use 
with Expressions vessel bowl 
h690 w570 d570mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Corner wall cabinet 
h650 w485 d272mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victoria vessel bowl unit 
for use with Expressions 
vessel bowl 
h690 w650 d437mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Broadway mirror 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**, 
with or without opaque feature 
glass border (shown with border)

Vessel bowl unit with 2 bow 
fronted wood/frosted glass doors 
(shown right) 
h692 w630 d430mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Thurlestone small mirror for use 
with the Istia and Avignon tilting 
mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Large box mirror with lights† 
h630 w853 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

canterbury large mirror with shelf 
h700 w600 d110mm  
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional  heated demister pads 

Expressions vessel bowl 
for use with the Chrome 
click clack waste 
(0 tap holes) 
h170 w420 d420mm

Expression tall 
monobloc basin 
mixer (for use with 
vessel bowl) 
Available in Chrome 

Thurlestone bath front panel 
1700mm 
 Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone end panel 
(not shown) 
750mm  
 Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h632 w855 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Small box mirror 
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Small box mirror with lights† 
(not shown) 
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Small box mirror  
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Thurlestone small mirror for use 
with the Istia and Avignon tilting 
mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Linea wall cabinet with 
2 wood/mirror glass doors 
h574 w620 d163mm 
Available in Wenge 
and Natural Oak 

Attica collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate

Wood finishes: Glass finishes

Wenge Black WalnutRed WhiteNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

Linea wall cabinet with 
2 wood/mirror glass doors 
h574 w620 d163mm 
Available in Wenge 
and Natural Oak 

Esteem collection hand painted wood finishes

Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes

Henley Blue WengeNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

Radcliffe Esteem CollectionRadcliffe Attica Collection

Canterbury large mirror 
with lights† 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Canterbury large mirror with shelf 
(not shown) 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads
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Collection

THE

OXFORD

So many choices – just imagine how many ways

you could bring together the distinctive classically

white ceramic, basin stands and luxury furniture 

found in this single collection .

Ceramic Collection 
141

Basin Stands 
145

Linea Furniture 
150

Collection Options 
153

Oxford Collection
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Oxford Ceramic Ware

With its high upstand Oxford has a strong 

period character that is also amazingly 

versatile thanks to the wide selection of 

basin styles available. The distinctive 

look is complemented to perfection 

by Imperial’s own range of brassware, 

accessories, tiles and mirrors.

Oxford Collection | Ceramic ware
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Here you can see the square version of the 

Oxford basin with its classical fluted pedestal 

and, to suit even the smallest cloakroom, 

the compact Oxford corner basin. Two more 

examples of the sheer range of possibilities 

within Oxford ceramic ware.

Oxford square basin and pedestal

Oxford corner basin and pedestal

Oxford Collection | Ceramic ware
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As featured:

Oxford square basin stand with Chrome legs

Oxford Basin Stands

Whether you choose the square or 

rounded version of the Oxford basin, 

our period stands are a guaranteed 

way to complete the authentic 

Victorian look. 

Oxford Collection | Basin Stands
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Oxford cloak basin stand 
for use with the Oxford cloak basin 
(see page 153) 
h840 w540 d390mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Oxford cloak basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Oxford Large basin stand 
for use with the Oxford large basin 
(see page 153)  
h875 w840 d500mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Oxford large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Oxford Square basin stand 
(as shown on the previous page) 
h900 w820 d480mm 
Leg & trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Oxford Square large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Hardwick Oxford glass large 
basin stand (not shown)  
h875 w845 d500mm 
Leg & trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Oxford large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Oxford cloak basin stand with Chrome legs

Oxford large basin stand with Chrome legs
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As featured:

Linea Oxford vanity unit 2 wood/frosted glass doors in Natural Oak

Oxford Linea Furniture

Soft elegant lines and authentic 

period details - equally at home in a 

traditional or contemporary setting 

of distinction.

Oxford Collection | Furniture
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Oxford cloak vanity unit 1 door 
for use with the Oxford cloak basin 
(see page 153 - left hand shown) 
h860 w535 d380mm 
Available in Wenge or Natural Oak 

Oxford cloak basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Broadway cloak mirror 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Linea Oxford vanity unit 
2 solid wood doors 
for use with the Oxford large basin 
(see page 153) 
h850 w655 d480mm 
Available in Wenge or Natural Oak 
(not available in White)

Oxford large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes**  

 **See option section for painted finish options on page 155

Oxford Linea vanity unit with 2 curved solid door in Natural Oak

Oxford cloak vanity unit in Natural Oak

Oxford Collection | Furniture
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Large square basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h910 w640 d480mm

Small basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h90 w535 d375mm

Inset basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h200 w545 d425mm 

Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h900 w655 d500mm

Free standing bidet^ 
(1 tap hole) 
h365 w330 d540mm

Oval solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Small basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h860 w535 d375mm

Oxford close coupled 
pan & cistern for use with the 
Oval seat 
h835 w405 d690mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 
(lever only)

Drift solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Corner basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h880 w615 d530mm

Oxford pan & low level cistern 
for use with the Oval seat 
h1035 w510 d765mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Oxford pan & high level cistern 
with brass plated brackets 
for use with the Oval seat 
h2385 w510 d645mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Oxford Collection

^Supplied without any wall brackets - please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option

Oxford Collection | Options
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Broadway mirror  
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Hand Painted 
Finishes**, with or without 
opaque glass border feature 
(shown with border)

Thurlestone 2 door wall cabinet 
with mirrors 
h640 w730 d180mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea bath front panel 
1700mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea end panel 
(not shown) 750mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Thurlestone small mirror 
for use with the Istia and Avignon 
tilting mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Oxford cloak vanity unit 1 door for 
use with the Oxford cloak basin 
(see page 153 - left hand shown) 
h860 w535 d380mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Wall cabinet with 2 curved 
fronted wood/frosted glass 
doors 
h565 w620 d190mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea Oxford vanity unit 2 wood/
frosted glass doors 
for use with the Oxford large basin 
(see page 153) 
h900 w630 d480mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Broadway cloak mirror 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea Oxford vanity unit 
with 2 solid wood doors 
for use with the Oxford large basin 
(see page 153) 
h900 w630 d480mm 
Available in Wenge or Natural Oak 
(not available in white)

Oxford Furniture

**For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Oxford collection finishes

White Natural Oak Wenge

Oxford Collection | Options
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Collection

THE

FIRENZE

The pure strength of character that sets the Firenze 

ceramic ware apart is also the styling cue for 

this collection, complemented by the elegant 

bow-fronted simplicity of Firenze Verona furniture. 

Ceramic Collection 
159

Verona Furniture 
163

Collection Options 
169

Firenze Collection
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Firenze Ceramic Ware

To complete your own unique 

bathroom look simply co-ordinate 

your Firenze ceramic ware with 

any of the baths, brassware and 

accessories in this guide.

As featured:

Firenze large basin and pedestal, westminster bath, Regent brassware and Cambridge accessories

Firenze Collection | Ceramic ware
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Firenze cloak wall hung small basin

Firenze large basin and pedestal

By including close-coupled, low and high level 

cistern styles, Firenze can be at home in any 

bathroom surroundings from the contemporary 

to the authentically period. The low and high 

level styles come with the option of either a 

chrome or ceramic joining plate for an extra 

touch of hand-crafted distinction.

Firenze low and high level 
ceramic plate option

Firenze low and high level 
brass chrome plate option

Firenze Collection | Ceramic ware
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Firenze Verona Furniture

Elegant bow-fronted units specially designed 

to mount the large or small Firenze basins. 

Each piece is traditionally crafted in solid wood 

with a choice of Wenge, Natural Oak or – a first 

for Imperial – hand-oiled Oak. Alternatively, 

pieces can be supplied in a selection of 

handpainted finishes. Soft-close doors and 

mirrors with anti-mist panels are a welcome 

modern touch.

Firenze Verona Collection | Furniture
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Verona large basin 
wall-hung vanity unit 
for use with the Firenze large basin 
(see page 169) 
h655 w705 d530mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Firenze large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
White  

Verona large mirror  
h700 w700 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Verona large basin wall-hung vanity unit in Rosedale White finish

Verona large basin wall-hung vanity unit in Light Oak oiled stain finish

** See option section for painted finish options on page 171

Firenze Verona Collection | Furniture
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Verona small basin wall-hung 
vanity unit 
for use with the Firenze large basin 
(see page 169) 
h540 w530 d395mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Firenze small basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
White  

Verona small mirror  
h500 w500 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Verona small basin wall-hung vanity unit in Dark Oiled Stain finish

Verona small basin wall-hung vanity unit in Nutmeg Haze finish

Firenze Verona Collection | Furniture
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Firenze large basin 
and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h860 w705 d530mm

Oval solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Wall-hung pan^ 
for use with Oval seat 
h375 w390 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Back to wall pan^ 
h415 w365 d540mm

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Firenze close coupled 
pan & cistern 
for use with Oval seat 
h780 w430 d695mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 
(available with push button 
or lever)

Firenze pan & low level cistern 
with a ceramic or brass plate 
for use with Oval seat 
h1150 w430 d695mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Firenze pan & high level cistern 
and cistern brackets with a 
ceramic or brass plate 
for use with Oval seat 
h2178 w430 d695mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

New Firenze large basin 
and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h855 w700 d500mm

Medium basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h180 w530 d395mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h382 w330 d542mm

Wall-hung bidet^ 
(1 tap hole) 
h370 w339 d542mm

Firenze Collection

 ^Supplied without any wall brackets - please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option

Firenze Collection | Options
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Verona large mirror 
h700 w700 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Verona large basin wall-hung 
vanity unit for use with the 
Firenze vanity basin 
h655 w705 d530mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes 

Firenze large vanity basin 

Verona cloak mirror 
h500 w500 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Verona Small basin wall-hung 
vanity unit for use with the 
Firenze cloak basin 
h540 w530 d395mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes 

Firenze cloak vanity basin 

Canterbury medium mirror 
with shelf 
h700 w600 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Canterbury large mirror 
with shelf 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

canterbury large mirror 
with lights† (not shown) 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads

Rebecca luxury mirror 
with metal strips 
h850 w685 d20mm 
Wenge, Natural Oak, Dark Oiled 
Oak, Light Oiled Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes** 

Firenze Verona Collection

Verona collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes Oiled wood finishes

Henley Blue Wenge Dark Oak Light OakNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

†Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. ** For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Thurlestone bath front panel 
1700mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak, Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone end panel 
750mm (not shown) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Firenze Collection | Options
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Collection

THE

WESTMINSTER

With its confident angular form, our pure white 

Westminster ceramic ware provides the strong 

styling heart of this truly beautiful collection.

Combine our classic Westminster ceramic ware 

with your personal selection of co-ordinated basin 

stands and real wood furniture from this collection 

to create your very own unique statement. 

Ceramic Collection 
175

Basin Stands 
180

Victoria Furniture 
185

Linea Furniture 
189

Collection Options 
193

Westminster Collection
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Westminster Ceramic Ware

With the ceramic ware setting a clear 

styling lead you’re then free to add your 

own unique touches using any of the 

exclusive Imperial baths, brassware, 

accessories and mirrors in this guide.

As featured:

Westminster large basin and pedestal, King Charles bath* 
*Bath supplied in grey primer all ready to paint

Westminster Collection | Ceramic ware
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Westminster small basin wall mounted

Westminster medium basin and pedestal, high level cistern and pan

Whether you’re creating a full bathroom or 

simple cloakroom, Westminster ceramic ware 

is versatile enough to fit any setting perfectly. 

And if you’re planning a period-style room with 

low or high level cistern then you can enjoy the 

hand-made refinements of authentic cistern 

brackets and the choice of ceramic or chrome 

joining plates.

Westminster low and high level 
ceramic plate option

Westminster low and high level 
brass plate option

Westminster Collection | Ceramic ware
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Westminster Basin Stands

Inspired by period console tables, these 

provide an attractive alternative to pedestal 

or furniture-mounted basins. You will find 

basin stands to support our Westminster 

ceramic basins, or you can opt for opulent 

solid Marble or Granite console tops.

Westminster Collection | Basin Stands
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Oban basin stand 
for use with the Westminster 
vanity basin (see page 193) 
h810 w710 d495mm 
Leg and trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel,  
White Satin or Black Satin 

Westminster vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black  

Oban marble console 
for use with the Westminster 
under-counter basin (see page 193) 
h920 w1090 d583mm 
(the height is to the top of the 
upstand) 

Supplied with either Dawn White 
Marble, Galaxy Black Granite top 
Leg and trim finish options: 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold, Polished Nickel,  
White Satin or Black Satin  
Supplied with either black leather 
effect or viper beige leather effect 
trim insert

Westminster under-counter 
basin 
Available in White or Black  

Waste fittings are sold separately. 
Marble vanity tops are manufactured to 
order and only available in a 3 tap hole 
configuration.

Westminster Oban basin stand 
Westminster Oban basin stand 
with viper beige effect trim insert 

Westminster Oban basin stand with 
black leather effect trim insert

Westminster Oban marble console

Westminster Collection | Basin Stands
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Adare Westminster basin stand  
for use with the Westminster  
vanity basin (see page 193) 
h840 w685 d495mm 
Leg and trim finish options:  
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black  

Troon Westminster basin stand  
for use with the Westminster  
vanity basin (see page 193) 
h840 w685 d495mm 
Leg and trim finish options:  
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Westminster vanity basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)  
Available in White or Black  

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

 Waste fittings are sold separately. 
Marble vanity tops are manufactured to 
order and only available in a 3 tap hole 
configuration.
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Westminster Adare basin stand 

Westminster Troon basin stand 
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Westminster Victoria Furniture

Victoria complements the period character of 

Westminster ceramic ware with a charming country 

house feel, traditionally handcrafted in real wood 

with a choice of Natural Oak, Wenge or a selection of 

hand-painted finishes. Soft-close doors are a discreet 

but welcome addition, as are mirror options with LED 

downlighters and anti-mist panels.

As featured:

Westminster Victoria vanity unit 2 door in 
Grey Ecru, Large box mirror in Grey Ecru, 
Stanlake bath with White feet

Westminster Victoria Collection | Furniture
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Victoria vessel bowl unit 
for use with the Expressions basin 
(see page 194) 
h690 w650 d437mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Expressions vessel bowl 
for use with the Chrome click 
clack waste 
(0 tap holes) 
h170 w420 d420mm

Expression tall monobloc 
basin mixer 
for use with vessel bowl 
(see page 194) 
Available in Chrome 

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victoria corner vessel bowl unit 
for use with the Expressions basin 
(see page 194) 
h690 w570 d570mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victoria corner mirror wall cabinet 
h650 w485 d272mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Victoria vanity unit with 
wooden doors 
(as shown on previous page) 
for use with the Westminster 
vanity basin (see page 193) 
h850 w650 d470mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Westminster vanity basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes

Victoria vessel bowl unit and Expressions bowl in Grey ecru Westminster Victoria corner furniture

** See option section for painted finish options on page 194

Westminster Victoria Collection | FurnitureWestminster Victoria Collection | Furniture
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Westminster Linea Furniture

The bow fronted style is subtly updated here with slim 

panels in frosted glass and luxurious soft-close doors. 

All units are traditionally made in solid wood with a 

choice of Natural Oak, Wenge or White painted finish.

As featured:

Westminster Linea 2 door vanity unit in 
Wenge, Linea bath panel in Wenge, Astoria 
small mirror in White

Westminster Collection | Furniture
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  Westminster Linea 2 door 
vanity unit 
for use with the Westminster large 
basin (see page 193) 
h850 w645 d470mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Westminster vanity basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes)

Saffron luxury mirror 
h850 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Westminster gallery mirror 
h670 w510 d110mm 
Available in White, Mahogany or 
Natural Oak with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel rail 

Linea bath front panel with 
frosted glass inserts 
1700mm or 1800mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Linea bath end panel 
with frosted glass inserts 
(not shown) 
750mm or 780mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Westminster Linea 2 door vanity unit in Natural Oak and Saffron mirror in Natural Oak Westminster Linea 2 door vanity unit in White and Westminster gallery mirror in White

Westminster Collection | FurnitureWestminster Collection | Furniture
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Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h870 w685 d480mm

Small basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h150 w610 d435mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h400 w365 d555mm

Back to wall pan^ 
h395 w370 d540mm 

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Westminster close coupled 
pan & cistern 
for use with the Westminster seat 
h780 w430 d695mm 
Pan & cistern  
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 
(available with push button 
or lever) 

Westminster pan & low level 
cistern with ceramic or brass plate 
for use with the 
Westminster seat 
h1135 w430 d695mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Westminster pan & high level 
cistern and cistern brackets with 
ceramic or brass plate 
for use with the Westminster seat 
h2180 w430 d695mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with a ceramic or Brass 
coupling plate and flush pipe with 
Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel fittings

Large basin and large 
semi pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h445 w685 d480mm

Under-counter basin 
h200 w500 d395mm

Medium basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h840 w610 d435mm

Westminster solid wood 
toilet seat with standard 
or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany 

Medium basin and 
semi pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h415 w610 d435mm

Large vanity basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h205 w685 d480mm

Westminster Collection

^Supplied without any wall brackets - please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option

Westminster Collection | Options
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Victorian corner wall cabinet 
h650 w485 d272mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**  

Westminster Victoria 2 door 
vanity unit 
h850 w655 d480mm 
Available in White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Hand 
Painted Finishes** 

Westminster vanity basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 

Broadway mirror 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes**, 
with or without opaque feature 
glass border (shown with border)  

Victorian corner vessel 
bowl unit for use with 
Expressions vessel bowl 
h690 w570 d570mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Large box mirror with glass 
shelves and lights† 
h853 w630 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Victorian vessel bowl unit 
for use with Expressions 
vessel bowl 
h690 w650 d437mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Small box mirror 
h630 w630 d90mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads, 
with or without lights†

Expressions vessel bowl 
for use with the Chrome click 
clack waste 
(0 tap holes) 
h170 w420 d420mm

Rebecca luxury mirror 
with metal strips 
h850 w685 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Expression tall monobloc basin 
mixer (for use with vessel bowl) 
Available in Chrome 

Thurlestone small mirror for use 
with the Istia and Avignon tilting 
mirror brackets (not shown) 
h690 w690 d45mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Broadway cloak mirror with 
internal chamfered edges 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea 2 door wall cabinet 
with mirrors 
h640 w730 d180mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea Wall cabinet with 
2 curved fronted wood/frosted 
glass doors 
h565 w620 d190mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Westminster Linea vanity unit 
with 2 wood/frosted glass doors 
for use with the Westminster 
vanity basin (see page 193) 
h840 w685 d495mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea vessel bowl unit for use with 
the Expressions basin 
h692 w630 d430mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or White 

Expressions vessel bowl 
for use with the Chrome click 
clack waste 
(0 tap holes) 
h170 w420 d420mm

Expression tall monobloc basin 
mixer (for use with vessel bowl) 
Available in Chrome 

Linea bath end panel 
with frosted glass inserts 
(not shown) 
750mm or 800mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Linea bath front panel 
with frosted glass inserts 
1700mm or 1800mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak
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Thurlestone bath front panel 
1700mm 
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Thurlestone end panel (not shown) 
750mm  
Available in White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Linea collection finishes

Rosedale White WengeNatural Oak

**For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Victoria collection hand painted wood finishes

Rosedale White Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueCream Haze Grey Ecru 

Wood finishes

Henley Blue WengeNutmeg Haze Natural Oak

†Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated. **For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

Westminster Collection | OptionsWestminster Collection | Options
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Collection

THE

DRIFT

A highly distinctive collection that brings together 

our Drift ceramic ware in pure white or gloss black 

with basin stands and Linea furniture specially 

selected to complete the look.

Ceramic Collection 
199

Basin Stands 
205

Linea Furniture 
209

Collection Options 
215

Drift Collection
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Drift Ceramic Ware

A true classically-inspired design 

with elegant raised upstand and 

gentle contoured lines.

As featured:

Drift large basin and pedestal, 
Drift close coupled toilet, 
Richmond accessories, Drift 
free standing bidet, Richmond 
accessories

Drift Collection | Ceramic ware
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Etoile medium basin and 
pedestal

Drift large basin and pedestal

Drift Hardwick basin stand

Distinguished, self-assured and daring, 

Drift instantly takes on a dramatically different 

personality in black. Our craftspeople fire each 

piece up to six times to ensure the flawless 

gleaming finish that only Imperial can achieve.

Drift Collection | Ceramic ware
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Drift square large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
White 

Pedestal 
Available in White 

Drift square basin stand 
with Glass shelf 
for use with the Drift 
square basin (see page 213) 
h940 w625 d485mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Drift square large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White 

Canterbury large mirror 
with lights† 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional  heated Demister mirror 
pads pre fitted 

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Drift square basin stand

Drift square basin and pedestal

Drift Collection | Ceramic ware
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Drift Basin Stands

Choose a Drift basin in either the small or 

large size and you can opt for an elegant 

chrome basin stand as an alternative to 

the traditional pedestal. 

Drift Collection | Basin Stands
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Drift small basin stand 
for use with the Drift small basin 
(see page 213) 
h870 w540 d390mm 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Drift small basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black   

Drift Hardwick Glass leg 
basin stand for use with 
the Drift large basin  
(see page 213) 
h875 w840 d500mm 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 

Drift large basin  
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black   

Drift basin stand 
for use with the Drift large basin 
(see page 213) 
h875 w840 d500mm 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 

Drift large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black   

Traditional `P’ trap 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Drift Hardwick basin stand

Drift cloak basin stand with chrome legs

Drift Collection | Basin Stands
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Drift Linea Furniture

This bow fronted design is one of the 

most enduring features of period 

furniture. We’ve re-created it here 

for Drift Linea in a choice of White, 

Wenge or Natural Oak.

Drift Collection | Furniture
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Linea Drift vanity unit 
2 wood/frosted glass doors 
for use with the Drift large basin 
(see page 213) 
h850 w650 d480mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Drift large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black 

Annabel luxury mirror 
h685 w685mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** 

Linea Drift vanity unit 
with 2 solid wood doors 
for use with the Drift large basin 
(see page 213) 
h850 w650 d480mm 
Available in Wenge or Natural Oak  
(not available in white)

Drift large basin 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
Available in White or Black

Drift Linea vanity unit with 2 glass door in Wenge

Drift Linea vanity unit with 2 solid wood doors Natural Oak

Drift Collection | Furniture
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Large square basin 
and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h910 w640 d480mm

Oval solid wood toilet seat 
with standard or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany

Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h885 w660 d500mm

Small basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h840 w540 d390mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h370 w335 d545mm

Large basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h885 w660 d500mm

Small basin and pedestal 
(1, 2 or 3 tap holes) 
h840 w540 d390mm

Floor standing bidet 
(1 tap hole) 
h370 w335 d545mm

Wall-hung bidet^ 
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w355 d535mm

Wall-hung pan^ 
for use with the Oval seat 
h375 w388 d550mm

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Drift close coupled pan & cistern 
for use with the Oval seat 
h835 w405 d690mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings 
(lever only)

Windsor solid wood 
toilet seat with standard 
or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany

Drift pan & low level cistern 
for use with the Drift seat 
h1035 w510 d765mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Drift pan & high level cistern 
and brass plated brackets 
for use with the Drift seat 
h2385 w510 d645mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Drift solid wood toilet seat 
with soft-close hinge (not shown) 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel Seat 
options: White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Mahogany 

Wall-hung bidet^  
(1 tap hole) 
h385 w355 d535mm

Wall-hung pan^ 
for use with the Oval seat 
h375 w388 d550mm 

Concealed cistern with extended 
lever or push button 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Drift close coupled pan & cistern 
for use with the Oval seat 
h835 w405 d690mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings  
(lever only)

Windsor solid wood 
toilet seat with standard 
or soft-close hinge 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
Seat options: White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak or Mahogany

Drift pan & low level cistern 
for use with the Drift seat 
h1035 w510 d765mm 
Pan & cistern 
Available with Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel fittings

Drift pan & high level cistern 
and brass plated brackets 
for use with the Drift seat 
h2385 w510 d645mm 
Pan & cistern 
Chrome fitting  
Antique Gold fitting  
Polished Nickel 

Drift solid wood toilet seat 
with soft-close hinge (not shown) 
Hinge options: Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel Seat 
options: White, Wenge, Natural 
Oak or Mahogany 

Drift Black Collection Drift Collection

^Supplied without any wall brackets - please see ancillaries for wall bracket/flushing option

Drift Collection | OptionsDrift Collection | Options
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Broadway mirror 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak, with 
or without opaque glass border 
(shown with border)

Linea wall cabinet with 2 wood/
mirror glass doors 
h574 w620 d163mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Wall cabinet with 2 curved 
fronted wood/frosted glass 
doors 
h565 w620 d190mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Linea Drift vanity unit 2 wood/
frosted glass doors 
for use with the Drift large basin 
h850 w655 d480mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Drift large basin 

Linea Drift vanity unit 
with 2 solid wood doors 
for use with the Drift large basin 
h850 w655 d480mm 
Available in Wenge or Natural Oak  
(not available in white)

Drift large basin 

Drift cloak vanity unit 1 door 
for use with the Drift cloak basin 
(left hand shown) 
h839 w525 d380mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Drift cloak basin 

Linea bath front panel 
with frosted glass inserts 
1700mm or 1800mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Linea bath end panel 
with frosted glass inserts 
(not shown) 
750mm or 800mm  
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Broadway long mirror 
h700 w1200 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Broadway cloak mirror 
(not shown) 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge 
or Natural Oak 

Canterbury medium mirror 
with lights† 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Canterbury medium mirror 
with shelf (not shown) 
h700 w600 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads 

Canterbury large mirror 
with shelf 
h750 w700 d110mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads  

Canterbury large mirror 
with lights† (not shown) 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak, 
Dark Oiled Oak, Light Oiled Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes** with 
optional heated demister pads  

Oxford collection finishes

White WengeNatural Oak

For further illustrations on the colours shown above please go to 
page 358 & 359. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches

^Lights IP44 rated and the electrical transformer IP20 rated

Drift Furniture Collection
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Collection

THE

BATHING

We are delighted to bring you this extensive 

collection of baths in a wide variety of styles, 

designs, finishes and options. If your new 

bathroom deserves a new tub, you are sure 

to be able to find the perfect solution in the 

following pages. Invest in an Imperial 

bath - bathe yourself in luxury!

The Windsor Baths Collection 
219

Cast Iron Baths 
226

Acrylic Baths 
236

Marlow Bath

Bathing Collection
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Stanlake bath with White ball feet

The Windsor 

Baths Collection

This collection of free standing baths is 

instantly recognisable by its delightfully 

contoured forms and crisply moulded 

detailing. And beneath the beauty is the 

very latest production technology. 

Cian® Solid Surfacing is a unique blend 

of advanced resins and minerals with 

a matt finish that will stay as flawless as 

the day it first graced your home.

Windsor Baths Collection | Bathing Collection
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Hampton bath

Marlow bath

Putney bath

Mortlake bath

 Hampton bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
h770 w1595 d768mm

Putney bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
h630 w1680 d750mm 

Mortlake bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
h570 w1680 d750mm

Marlow bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
h560 w1740 d760mm

*Supplied as standard a Chrome clicker waste, waste trap and flexible connector 
pipe. Also available is the Clicker waste in Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

221
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Kew bath

Lady Margaret bath

Kew bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
h575 w1690 d760mm

Lady Margaret bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
h540 w1800 d820mm

* Supplied as standard a Chrome 
clicker waste, waste trap and flexible 
connector pipe. Also available is 
the Clicker waste in Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel
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Black plinth option

Stanlake bath with White ball feet option

Stanlake bath with White plinth Stanlake bath Black ball foot option

Stanlake bath* 
supplied with White plinth 
(0 tap holes) 
h630 x w1715 x d820mm

Stanlake bath* 
supplied with either White 
or Black ball feet 
(0 tap holes) 
h630 x w1715 x d820mm 
Available in White or Black 

*The Stanlake baths requires an 
exposed waste kit to be bought 
separately as the waste is not 
integrated within the bath

Roll-top exposed waste kit 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Roll-top S trap low seal 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

224
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King Charles bath

Cast Iron Baths Collection

Our luxury collection takes the appeal of the 

traditional cast iron bath to a whole new level. 

Each design is individually hand-crafted using 

some of the most opulent exterior finishes 

ever created for a bath including aluminium.

Luxury Cast Iron Baths Collection | Bathing Collection
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Baglioni cast iron bath Radison cast iron bath

Radison cast iron bath in polished aluminium

For Exposed waste, Roll-top ‘S’ trap Low Seal, Roll-top Bath Shroud please see Ancillaries Section

Exposed waste 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Roll-top S trap low seal 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Roll-top bath shroud 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

King Charles bath** 
(0 tap holes) 
h620 w1775 d740mm 
(as shown on the previous page)

Baglioni cast iron bath** 
(0 tap holes) 
h725 w1700 d680mm

Radison cast iron bath in 
polished aluminium* 
(0 tap holes) 
h725 w1700 d680mm

Radison cast iron bath** 
(0 tap holes) 
h725 w1700 d680mm

* Manufactured to order - please 
contact Imperial for a lead time on 
the item

**Baths are supplied in a Grey primer 
paint - all ready to paint

229
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Bentley double ended bath Swan foot Marriot double ended bath with co-ordinated plinth

Bentley Madera double ended bath

For Exposed waste, Roll-top ‘S’ trap Low Seal, Roll-top Bath Shroud please see Ancillaries Section

Bentley double ended bath* 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h675 w1780 d800mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold.  
Supplied with Imperial feet 
or Swan feet

Bentley Madera double 
ended bath* 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h610 w1770 d790mm 
Cradle options: 
Available in Natural Oak 
(as shown)

Marriot double ended bath 
with coordinated plinth* 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h585 w1700 d780mm

*Baths are supplied in a Grey primer 
paint - all ready to paint

Exposed waste 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Roll-top S trap low seal 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Roll-top bath shroud 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 
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Sheraton bath with Lion foot Sheraton ball G&H foot Ritz slipper bath

Foot colour options 
available: 
1.  Grey primed 

cast iron*
2. White 
3. Chrome 
4. Antique Gold

*Foot supplied primed 
and ready for painting - 
the Foot shown has been 
painted with Black paint

Roseland cast iron bath

For Exposed waste, Roll-top ‘S’ trap Low Seal, Roll-top Bath Shroud please see Ancillaries Section

1

3

2

4

Sheraton double ended 
slipper bath 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h790 w1800 d770mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold  
Supplied with Ball G&H foot

Sheraton double ended 
slipper bath 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h790 w1800 d770mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold.  
Supplied with Lion foot

Roseland cast iron bath 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h675 w1780 d800mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold.  
Supplied with Roseland feet

 Ritz slipper bath – 1540mm 
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
h779 w1540 d765mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold.  
 Supplied with Imperial feet

Ritz slipper bath – 1700mm  
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
h795 w1700 d760mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold.  
Supplied with Imperial feet

232
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Bath Painting Service 

Imperial is now able to offer our Customers a Bath Painting 
Service on all of our Primed Cast Iron Baths. The bath (and 
feet if a cast iron set of feet are selected with the bath) will be 

painted using both roller and paint brushes and can have up 
to 4 coats of paint. We can paint your bath to your choice 

of 170 RAL® colours - so when you order please advise your 
retailer the colour.

Harrington Bath

Warldorf single ended bath

Warldorf single ended bath

Harrington single ended 
cast iron bath 
for use with Imperial bath panels  
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
w1700 d750mm

 As shown with the Raised 
& Fielded bath front panel 
1700mm or 1800mm  
Available in Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Raised & Fielded bath end panel 
750mm or 800mm  
Available in Wenge 
or Natural Oak

Waldorf single ended bath  
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h610 w1700 d775mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold.  
Supplied with Ball and Claw feet

Exposed waste 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Roll-top S trap low seal 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Roll-top bath shroud 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

For Exposed waste, Roll-top ‘S’ trap Low Seal, Roll-top Bath Shroud please see Ancillaries Section 235234
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Westminster bath with the Raised and Fielded bath Panel

Acrylic Baths Collection

This collection offers a choice of designs 

to complement our ceramic ware. Panels 

are available in a range of finishes, 

including options to echo our bathroom 

furniture. The acrylic material we use is of 

exceptional quality and rigidity, and all 

our baths come with the reassurance 

of a 20-year performance guarantee.

Acrylic Baths Collection | Bathing Collection
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Windsor luxury double ended bath

Oxford bath

Astoria bath with the Raised and Fielded panel

Westminster bath* 
(as shown on the 
Previous page) 
1700x740mm 
(0 tap holes) 
Available in White 

Astoria Deco bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
1695x750mm 
Available in White 

Raised & Fielded bath 
front panel 
1700mm  
1800mm  
Available in Wenge or Natural Oak

Raised & Fielded bath 
end panel 
750mm  
800mm  
Available in Wenge or Natural Oak

Oxford bath* 
1700x750mm 
(0 tap holes) 
Available in White 

Windsor luxury double 
ended bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
1700x800mm 
Available in White 

For further information on bath waste options please see our Ancillaries section. *These baths are not suitable for shower screens.

Bath pop-up waste 
Available in Standard Chrome 
or Extended Chrome 

Bath extra filler kit 
Available in Standard Chrome, 
Antique Gold or Polished Nickel 

239238
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Collection

THE

SHOWERING

Imperial prides itself in supplying products of 

high performance and quality design. Our shower 

valves and accessories are no exception to this, 

combining style with outstanding functionality to 

ensure a luxurious showering experience.

Westminster Collection 
242

Amena Collection 
244

Quadrata Collection 
246

Victorian Collection 
248

Showering Collection
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 Westminster (White) Westminster (Black)

Westminter Shower Handwheel Options

Richmond shower tidy 
wall mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Victorian shower tidy soap rack 
for use with Victorian,Radcliffe 
and Westminster rigid riser kits 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Ceiling shower adaptor 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

The traditional rose shower head and period style lever controls combine here with the latest in precision showering technology.

Westminster Collection

Exposed Westminster Black thermostatic valve 
and rigid riser kit with 220 traditional Dart rose 
head and Black handset* 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Exposed Westminster White thermostatic valve 
and rigid riser kit with 200mm Amena shower 
head and white handset* 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Exposed Westminster White thermostatic valve 
and rigid riser kit with 250mm Amena shower head 
and white handset* 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Westminster Black thermostatic concealed shower 
valve Edwardian rigid riser with a traditional 
220mm Dart head and Black handset* 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel 

Westminster Black thermostatic concealed shower 
valve Edwardian rigid riser with a traditional 
300mm Dart head (as shown) and Black handset* 
(Not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Westminster 
thermostatic control valve* 
with Westminster White controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Concealed Westminster 
thermostatic control valve* 
with Westminster Black controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Exposed Westminster  
thermostatic valve* 
with Westminster Black controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Exposed Westminster  
thermostatic valve* 
with Westminster White controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Westminster rigid riser with a 
traditional dart head (as shown) 
and White handset 
for use with the Westminster 
Exposed Valve 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Westminster rigid riser 
with a slim Amena shower head 
(not shown) and White handset 
for use with the Westminster 
Exposed Valve 
200mm, 250mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Optional extra shower 
handset in Black  
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel   

Dart traditional wall mounted 
rose head* 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Amena wall mounted 
slim rose head* 
200mm, 250mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Prices include VAT 20%         * Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology.

Edwardian rigid riser with a 
traditional dart head (as shown) 
and White handset 
for use with a Concealed Valve 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Edwardian rigid riser with a slim 
amena shower head and White 
handset 
for use with a Concealed Valve 
(not shown) 
200mm, 250mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Optional extra shower 
handset in Black  
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel  
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A choice of backplate styles and control levers in metal and black or white ceramic add variety to these technically brilliant shower units.

Amena Shower Collection

Richmond shower tidy wall 
mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Victorian shower tidy soap rack 
for use with Victorian,Radcliffe 
and Westminster rigid riser kits 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Firenze thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Westminster and Radcliffe 
White lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Oxford thermostatic dual control valve 
with Westminster (white) and Regent lever controls 
and a 150mm Amena slim shower head 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Firenze thermostatic dual control valve 
with Westminster and radcliffe white controls, 250 
Dart shower head and a hand shower kit 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Oxford thermostatic dual control valve 
with Westminster (white) and Radcliffe lever controls 
and a traditional riser kit 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Prices include VAT 20%           * Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology.

Concealed Firenze thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Edwardian and Regent 
lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Oxford thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Edwardian and Regent 
lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Oxford thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Westminster and Radcliffe 
White lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Firenze thermostatic 
dual control valve 
with Edwardian Black and 
Radcliffe Black lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Oxford thermostatic 
dual control valve 
with Edwardian and Radcliffe 
Black lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Firenze thermostatic 
dual control valve 
with Westminster and Radcliffe 
Black lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Oxford thermostatic 
dual control valve 
with Westminster and Radcliffe 
Black lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Dart traditional wall mounted 
rose head* 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Amena wall mounted 
slim rose head* 
200mm, 250mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Edwardian rigid riser with a 
Traditional Dart head (as shown) 
and White Handset for use with 
a Concealed Valve 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Edwardian rigid riser with a 
slim Amena shower head and 
White handset for use with a 
Concealed Valve (not shown) 
200mm, 250mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Optional Extra Shower handset 
in Black  
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Traditional slider rail kit 
with White handset 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold or 
Polished Nickel

Traditional slider rail kit 
with Black handset 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold or 
Polished Nickel

Hand shower kit 
with Black handset 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Hand shower kit 
with White handset 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

The valves shown are supplied with a single 
outlet. Two way outlet for the above valves 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished 
Nickel
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Richmond shower tidy 
wall mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Victorian shower tidy soap rack 
for use with Victorian,Radcliffe 
and Westminster rigid riser kits 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Cambridge 
thermostatic dual control valve* 
with Edwardian and Radcliffe 
Black lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Deco thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Westminster and Radcliffe 
Black lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Concealed Cambridge 
thermostatic dual control valve* 
with Westminster 
and Radcliffe Black lever 
controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Traditional control levers in metal and black or white ceramic are teamed here with the very contemporary refinements of drench or square rose shower heads.

Quadrata Showering Collection

Concealed Cambridge thermostatic dual control 
single outlet valve* 
with Westminster (Black) and Radcliffe (Black) lever 
controls and a wall mounted 200 Quadrata shower head 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Cambridge thermostatic dual control 
Single outlet valve* 
with Edwardian (White) and Radcliffe (White) lever 
controls and a Attica Drench Shower head (1 way) 
Only available in Chrome 
 

Concealed Cambridge thermostatic dual control 
two way outlet valve 
with Edwardian (White) and Radcliffe (White) lever 
controls and a Attica Drench Shower head with rainfall 
outlet (2 way outlet valve is required)* 
Only available in chrome

Prices include VAT 20%           *Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology.

Hand shower kit 
with White handset 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Hand shower kit 
with Black handset 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Attica wall mounted drench 
shower head with rainfall outlet 
(2 way outlet shower valve 
required) * 
Only available in Chrome

Attica wall mounted drench 
shower head * 
(1 way) 
Only available in Chrome

Quadrata rose head 
and square arm 
200mm, 250mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Ceiling shower adaptor 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Deco thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Edwardian and Radcliffe 
White lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Cambridge 
thermostatic dual control valve* 
with Westminster and Radcliffe 
White lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Deco thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Edwardian Black and 
Radcliffe Black lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Deco thermostatic 
dual control valve*  
with Edwardian and Regent 
lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

 Concealed Cambridge 
thermostatic dual control valve* 
with Edwardian 
and Regent lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Deco thermostatic 
dual control valve* 
with Westminster and Radcliffe 
White lever controls** 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

The valves shown are 
supplied with a single 
outlet. Two way outlet for 
the above valves 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel
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Specially created for those who want to blend today’s powerful, thermostatically controlled showering with a convincingly 19th century charm. 

Victorian Showering Collection

Victorian exposed shower valve 
with 150mm Dart traditional 
shower head, rigid riser, Victorian 
shower tidy soap rack (not 
shown) and white handset 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Victorian exposed shower valve 
with 220mm Dart traditional 
shower head, rigid riser, Victorian 
shower tidy soap rack and white 
handset (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Victorian exposed shower valve 
with 300mm Dart traditional 
shower head, rigid riser, Victorian 
shower tidy soap rack and white 
handset (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Victorian exposed shower valve 
with White Controls with 150mm 
Dart traditional shower head, 
rigid riser, Victorian shower tidy 
soap rack and White handset 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe exposed shower valve 
with White Controls 
with 220mm Dart traditional 
shower head, rigid riser, Victorian 
shower tidy soap rack and White 
handset (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Radcliffe concealed shower 
valve with White Controls with 
300mm Dart traditional shower 
head 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Victorian rigid riser with 150mm 
traditional rose shower head 
for use with Victorian or Radcliffe 
exposed shower valve 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Victorian rigid riser with 220mm 
traditional rose shower head 
for use with Victorian or Radcliffe 
exposed shower valve 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Victorian rigid riser with 300mm 
traditional rose shower head 
for use with Victorian or Radcliffe 
exposed shower valve 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel  

Prices include VAT 20%           *Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology.

Concealed Radcliffe 
thermostatic dual control valve 
with Black lever controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Edwardian rigid riser with a 
traditional dart head (as shown) 
and white handset 
for use with a Concealed Valve 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Optional extra shower handset 
in Black  
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe rigid riser with Black 
handset, victorian soap dish 
and dart traditional rose head 
(150mm shown) 
for use with the radcliffe Exposed 
shower Valve 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Victorian rigid riser with a Dart 
traditional rose head 
for use with the Victorian or 
Radcliffe exposed shower valve 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Concealed Victorian 
thermostatic dual control valve 
with White lever controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Exposed Radcliffe thermostatic 
dual control valve 
with Black lever controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Exposed Victorian thermostatic 
dual control valve 
with White lever controls 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Ceiling shower adaptor 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel  

Dart traditional wall mounted 
rose head* 
150mm, 220mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Amena wall mounted slim 
rose head* 
200mm, 250mm or 300mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Richmond shower tidy 
wall mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Victorian shower tidy soap rack 
for use with Victorian,Radcliffe 
and Westminster rigid riser kits 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Radcliffe exposed shower valve 
with Black Controls with 150mm 
Dart traditional shower head, 
rigid riser, Victorian shower tidy 
soap rack and Black handset 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Radcliffe exposed shower valve 
with Black Controls with 220mm 
Dart traditional shower head, 
rigid riser, Victorian shower tidy 
soap rack and Black handset 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Radcliffe exposed shower valve 
with Black Controls with 300mm 
Dart traditional shower head, 
rigid riser, Victorian shower tidy 
soap rack and Black handset 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

249248
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Collection

THE

LIGHTING

Most bathrooms benefit from a careful 

combination of practical lighting and softer mood 

lighting for those lazy evenings when that room 

transforms itself into your personal oasis 

of calm. You will find everything you are looking 

for here, with every fitting specially designed for 

the bathroom environment.

Classic Collection 
252

Oxford Collection 
254

Astoria Collection 
256

Pendant Collection 
258 

Contemporary Collection 
260

Brokton Collection 
262
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Lighting Collection
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 Toledo single wall light 
with glass shade  
Available in Chrome 

Classic Collection

Segovia wall light 
with glass shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Double Avila wall light 
with glass shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Cadiz wall light 
with glass shade 
Available in Chrome 

Single Avila wall light 
with glass shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Empire wall light 
Available in Chrome 

Westminster pendant 
candle holder 
for use with candle (non electric) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Double Toledo wall light 
with glass shades  
Available in Chrome

Westminster pendant light 
with glass shade and bulb 
Available in Chrome 

IMPORTANT: All lamps have been tested and rated at IP44, suitable for use in Bathroom Zones 2 and Outside Zone. For more information please refer to the back of this guide.252
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Oxford Collection

IMPORTANT: All lamps have been tested and rated at IP44, suitable for use in Bathroom Zones 2 and Outside Zone. For more information please refer to the back of this guide

Astoria wall light with the 
Oxford Blue trim shade 
Available in Chrome 

Astoria wall light with the 
Oxford Oval Ruby trim shade 
Available in Chrome 

 Heyford double wall light with 
the Oxford Ruby trim shade 
Available in Chrome 

Astoria wall light with the 
Oxford Ruby trim shade 
Available in Chrome   

Astoria wall light with the 
Oxford Oval Black trim shade 
Available in Chrome 

 Heyford double wall light with 
the Oxford White shade  
Available in Chrome 

Astoria wall light with the 
Oxford Black trim shade 
Available in Chrome 

Astoria wall light with the 
Oxford Oval Blue trim shade 
Available in Chrome 

Heyford double wall light with 
the Oxford Blue trim shade 
Available in Chrome

Heyford double wall light with 
the Oxford Black trim shade 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome 

Astoria Collection | Lighting Collection
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Astoria Collection

 Astoria wall light with a Black 
fabric shade 
Available in Chrome 
or Antique Gold 

 Astoria wall light with a square 
Black and White fabric shade 
Available in Chrome

Astoria wall light with a White 
fabric shade 
Available in Chrome 
or Antique Gold

 Astoria wall light with oval 
plain percaline shade 
Available in Chrome

Astoria wall light with a square 
open backed flat pleated Cream 
cotton shade 
Available in Chrome 

 Astoria wall light with thick 
pleated silk shade 
Available in Chrome

Astoria wall light with a square 
open backed flat pleated Black 
cotton shade (not shown) 
Chrome 

Astoria wall light with a ruby 
fabric shade  
Available in Chrome 

Astoria wall light with round flat 
pleated Cream cotton shade 
Available in Chrome 

 Astoria wall light with round flat 
pleated Black shade (not shown) 
Available in Chrome 

256

Astoria Collection | Lighting Collection
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Pendant Collection

 Pendant light with tall Black 
leather effect shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pedant light with the Cambridge 
cotton pleated shade with a 
Ruby pin stripe 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pendant light with tall Black 
chintz shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pedant light with the Cambridge 
cotton pleated shade with a 
Black pin stripe 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pedant light with the Cambridge 
cotton pleated shade with a 
blue pin stripe (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pendant light with tall pleated 
Cream cotton shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pedant light with the Oxford 
tall Black trim shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Westminster pendant 
candle holder 
for use with candle (non electric) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pedant light with the Oxford 
tall Blue trim shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Pedant light with the 
Oxford tall Ruby trim shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Westminster pendant light 
with glass shade and bulb 
Available in Chrome

Pendant Collection | Lighting Collection
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Contemporary Collection

 Radcliffe single wall light 
Available in Chrome

 Carlyon double wall light 
Available in Chrome

 Radcliffe double wall light 
Available in Chrome

Tube contemporary wall light 
Available in Chrome

Carlyon single wall light 
Available in Chrome

Empire wall light 
Available in Chrome

Contemporary Collection | Lighting Collection
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Brokton Collection

 Brokton wall light with pattern 
fabric shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Brokton wall light 
with round flat pleated 
White cotton shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Brokton wall light with Black 
leather effect shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Brokton wall light 
with a White linen shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Brokton wall light with round 
flat pleated Black cotton shade 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Brokton Collection | Lighting Collection
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Collection

THE

TILE

It is impossible to plan your perfect bathroom 

without including the unrivalled impact of tiles in 

your design thinking. We offer you no fewer than 

seven tile collections, each inspired by period 

decorating styles and designed to give you 

infinite creative options. 

Plaza Wall Tiles 
266 

Elizabethan Floor Tiles 
270

Tudor Floor Tiles 
276

Georgian Wall Tiles 
280

New England 
Floor Tiles 

284

Edwardian Wall Tiles 
288

Antique Crackle 
Wall Tiles 

292

Tile Collection
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Plaza Wall Tiles

Plaza tiles are all about glamour, an opulent 

re-imagining of the Golden Era of the 1920s. 

These make magnificent companion tiles for 

our Astoria Deco ceramic ware collection – or 

consider them to create a dramatically retro 

backdrop for any of our other collections.

Plaza Wall Tiles | Tile Collection
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Midnight Black raised tiles in 7.5x15 and 15x15 combination

15x15cm tiles 
22 tiles per box - 0.5m²

7.5x15cm tiles 
44 tiles per box - 0.5m²

Dado 
6.5 pcs per linear metre

Border 
6.5 pcs per linear metre

All other items are sold 
individually

Plaza Wall Tiles Options

Plaza raised tiles

Plaza flat tiles

 White 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 White 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 White 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 White dado 
5x15cm 
Sold individually

 White border 
2x15cm 
Sold individually

Cream Haze 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Cream Haze 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Cream Haze 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Cream Haze dado 
5x15cm 
Sold individually

 Cream Haze border 
2x15cm 
Sold individually

 Grey Ecru 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Grey Ecru 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Grey Ecru 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Grey Ecru dado 
5x15cm 
Sold individually

 Grey Ecru border 
2x15cm 
Sold individually

Midnight Black 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Midnight Black 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Midnight Black 
7.5x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Midnight Black dado 
5x15cm 
Sold individually

 Midnight Black border 
2x15cm 
Sold individually

 White 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Cream Haze 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Grey Ecru 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box

 Midnight Black 
15x15cm 
0.5m² per box
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Elizabethan Floor Tiles

Another prestigious effect, this time using a square 

format in a choice of subtle earthy shades. The highly 

distinctive detailing is achieved using the small 

Elizabethan Mosaic feature tiles.

Elizabethan Floor Tiles | Tile Collection
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Elizabethan Floor Tile Options

Octagon 20x20cm Chalk tile with Charcoal mosaic insert Octagon 20x20cm Charcoal tile with Chalk mosaic insert

Charcoal 30x30cm tile

30x30cm tiles 
15 tiles per box - 1.35m²

3.5x3.5cm Inserts 
Sold individually

20x20cm tiles 
30 tiles per box - 1.16m²

Laying edge-to-edge without 
joints is strongly discouraged, 
indeed it is not practicable for 
exterior applications. 

In the case of modular laying 
of different formats allow for at 
least 3mm joint widths. 

 Octagonal mosaic insert Chalk 
3.5x3.5cm 
Sold individually

 Chalk 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

 Octagonal mosaic insert Charcoal 
3.5x3.5cm 
Sold individually

Charcoal 
30x30cm 
1.35m² per box

Sage 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

 Octagonal mosaic insert Almond 
3.5x3.5cm 
Sold individually

Almond 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

 Octagonal Chalk 
20x20cm 
1.16m² per box

 Octagonal Charcoal 
20x20cm 
1.16m² per box

Below are some examples of layout combinations 
using the Elizabethan and Tudor mosaic tile collection

272

Elizabethan Floor Tiles | Tile Collection
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Elizabethan Floor Decorative Tiles

Elizabethan 30x30cm Chalk tile with a 6.5x30cm Almond insert and 6.5x6.5cm Chalk large insert

Elizabethan 6.5x30cm Chalk tile arranged in a herringbone arrangement 

 Chalk 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

Charcoal 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

Sage 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

Almond 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

30x30cm tiles 
15 per box - 1.35m2

Laying edge-to-edge without joints is strongly discouraged, 
indeed it is not practicable for exterior applications. 

In the case of modular laying of different formats allow 
for at least 3mm joint widths. 

Charcoal large insert 
6.5x6.5cm 
Sold individually

 Charcoal 
6.5x30 cm 
Sold individually

Almond large insert 
6.5x6.5cm 
Sold individually

Almond 
6.5x30 cm 
Sold individually

275

Sage large insert 
6.5x6.5cm 
Sold individually

Sage 
6.5x30 cm 
Sold individually

Chalk large insert 
6.5x6.5cm 
Sold individually

 Chalk 
6.5x30 cm 
Sold individually

Elizabethan Floor Tiles | Tile Collection



Tudor Mosaic Floor Tiles

A collection with an inspiring number of 

options for you to conjure dramatic mosaic 

effect patterns in either softly toning or 

powerfully contrasting combinations.

Tudor Floor Tiles | Tile Collection
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Tudor tile collection, Chalk tiles 30x30cm with Almond and Chalk mosaic inserts

Tudor Floor Tile Options

30x30cm tiles 
15 tiles per box - 1.35m²

Laying edge-to-edge without joints is 
strongly discouraged, indeed it is not 
practicable for exterior applications. 

In the case of modular laying of 
different formats allow for at least 
3mm joint widths. 

Chalk 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

Chalk mosaic 
30x30cm 
sold by sheet

Charcoal 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

Charcoal mosaic 
30x30cm 
sold by sheet

Charcoal/Chalk mosaic 
30x30cm 
sold by sheet

Sage 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

Sage mosaic 
30x30cm 
sold by sheet

Sage/Chalk mosaic 
30x30cm 
sold by sheet

Almond 
30x30cm 
 1.35m² per box

Almond mosaic 
30x30cm 
sold by sheet

Almond/Chalk mosaic 
30x30cm 
sold by sheet

Sage and Chalk mosaics

Chalk mosaics
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Georgian Wall Tiles

An exquisitely simple look created by teaming 

a choice of main background tiles with the 

accompanying feature tiles.

Georgian Wall Tiles | Tile Collection
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Georgian Wall Tile Options

Octagonal 13x26cm 
15 tiles per box - 0.49m²

Georgian capping White 
Sold individually. 
3.5 pcs - linear metre

Georgian leaf decoration White 
Sold individually. 
3.5 pcs - linear metre

Georgian corner 
Sold individually

Mosaic 
Sold individually

Note: Octagonal tiles require 
30 pieces of the Georgian 
mosaics per m².

283

Octagonal Linen 
13x26cm 
Sold by box

 Octagonal White 
13x26cm 
Sold by box

Octagonal English Ecru 
13x26cm 
Sold by box

Octagonal Mauve 
13x26cm 
Sold by box

Georgian capping Linen 
5.5x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian capping English Ecru 
5.5x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian capping White 
5.5x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian capping Mauve 
5.5x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian leaf decoration Linen 
6x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian leaf decoration English Ecru 
6x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian leaf decoration White 
6x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian leaf decoration Mauve 
6x26cm 
Sold individually

Georgian corner Linen 
5.5x2.5cm 
Sold individually

Georgian corner English Ecru 
5.5x2.5cm 
Sold individually

Georgian corner Mauve 
5.5x2.5cm 
Sold individually

Georgian corner White 
5.5x2.5cm 
Sold individually

Mosaic Ruby Red 
3.5x3.5cm 
Sold individually

Mosaic Midnight Black 
3.5x3.5cm 
Sold individually

Mosaic White 
3.5x3.5cm 
Sold individually

Georgian capping Midnight Black 
5.5x26cm 
Sold individually

Corner Midnight Black 
5.5x2.5cm 
Sold individually

Georgian Wall Tiles | Tile Collection



New England Floor Tiles

Plaza tiles are all about glamour, These elegantly elongated tiles 

can be laid in a variety of ways to create a highly individual 

effect. They can be arranged offset, as here, or in the classic 

square and herringbone patterns you will find over the page.

New England Floor Tiles | Tile Collection
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New England Floor Tile Options

8 tiles per box - 0.54m² 

Suggestions for installation: 
This is an artisan extruded 
material. To get a correct 
colour blend it is 
recommended to mix tiles 
from a few different boxes 
during installation. 
A 3mm grout-joint is 
suggested.

New England Nero floor tile

BRUSHED EXTRUDED PORCELAIN TILES
Technology and tradition combined in an elegant product. With the strength of porcelain 

and the look of a handmade product, it is highly recommended for residential use.

Champagne 
13x52cm 
0.54m² per box

Emerald Slate 
13x52cm 
0.54m² per box

Chestnut 
13x52cm 
0.54m² per box

Nero 
13x52cm 
0.54m² per box

New England Champagne floor tile
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Edwardian Wall Tiles

Here is a distinctive way to capture all the essential 

elements of a period home in a single ceramic 

tile collection. Skirting, lower wall panelling, 

dado, border, even the appeal of crisply striped 

wallpaper – all these influences have been skilfully 

brought together thanks to the exceptional skills 

of our expert tile craftsmen.

Edwardian Wall Tiles | Tile Collection
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Edwardian Wall Tile Options
Edwardian wall tiles 30x60cm 
6 tiles per box - 1.08m2

Edwardian panel tiles 30x60cm 
5 panel tiles per box 0.9m2

Edwardian corner profile strip 
Supplied at Qty 2 x 1.5x30cm

Edwardian Dado and Border sold individually 
and you need 3.3 pieces per linear metre.

All other items sold individually

Edwardian 
panel tile 
White  
Sold by the 
box  
30x60cm 

Edwardian 
corner skirting 
White 
2x20cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian dado 
Vert 
10x30cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian 
skirting 
White 
20x30cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian 
wall tile 
Rose  
Sold by the 
box  
30x60cm 

Edwardian wall 
corner cap 
(not shown) 
Rose 
1.5x1.5cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian 
corner profile 
strip 
(not shown) 
Rose 
1.5x60cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian 
wall tile 
White 
Sold by the 
box  
30x60cm

Edwardian wall 
corner cap 
(not shown) 
White 
1.5x1.5cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian 
corner profile 
strip 
(not shown) 
White 
1.5x60cm 
Sold individually

Edwardian 
wall tile 
Verdi  
Sold by the 
box  
30x60cm 

Edwardian 
corner profile 
strip 
(not shown) 
Verdi 
1.5x60cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian wall 
corner cap 
(not shown) 
Verdi 
1.5x1.5cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian 
border 
White 
6x30cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian dado 
Cross 
10x30cm  
Sold individually

Edwardian 
border 
corner 
(not shown) 
2x6cm  
Sold individually

291290
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Antique Crackle Wall Tiles

If you are planning a bathroom with an authentic period feel, 

then this collection will give you the irregular hand-made look 

and aged patina of tiles first fixed a century or more ago. 

But, unlike original tiles, these gloriously rich and deep glazes 

won’t stain or discolour as the years go by.

Antique Crackle Wall Tiles | Tile Collection
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Antique Crackle Wall Tile Options

Antique Crackle Wall TIles Cream Haze and White Linen

 13x13cm tiles - 30 tiles per box, 
60 tiles per square metre.

13x6.5cm tiles - 60 tiles per box, 
120 tiles per square metre.

Dado - 24 pieces per box, 8 pieces 
per linear metre. Items sold 
individually.

Border - 60 pieces per box. 
8 pieces per linear metre. Items 
sold individually.

 White Linen 
13x13cm 
 0.51m² per box

 White Linen  
13x6.5cm  
 0.51m² per box

 White Linen dado 
13x5cm 
Sold individually

 White Linen border 
13x2.5cm 
Sold individually

 Cream Haze 
13x13cm 
 0.51m² per box

 Cream Haze  
13x6.5cm  
 0.51m² per box

 Cream Haze dado 
13x5cm 
Sold individually

 Cream Haze border 
13x2.5cm 
Sold individually

 Grey Ecru 
13x13cm 
 0.51m² per box

 Sage Thistle  
13x6.5cm  
 0.51m² per box

 Sage Thistle dado 
13x5cm 
Sold individually

 Sage Thistle border 
13x2.5cm 
Sold individually

 Ivory Shell 
13x13cm 
 0.51m² per box

 Ivory Shell  
13x6.5cm  
 0.51m² per box

 Ivory Shell dado 
13x5cm 
Sold individually

 Ivory Shell border 
13x2.5cm 
Sold individually

 Sage Thistle 
13x13cm 
 0.51m² per box

 Grey Ecru  
13x6.5cm 
 0.51m² per box

 Grey Ecru dado 
13x5cm 
Sold individually

 Grey Ecru border 
13x2.5cm 
Sold individually

Antique Crackle Wall Tiles | Tile Collection
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Collection
BRASSWARE

Gleaming Chrome, Polished Nickel or lustrous 

Antique Gold finish? Contemporary or 

unashamedly classical? Your choice of brassware 

will help you to stamp your own individual 

personality on your fabulous new bathroom.

Poulie 
298

Classical  
300 

Cou 
302 

Niveau 
304 

Notte 
306 

Bec 
308 

Lierre 
310

 Victorian 
312 

Regent 
314

Edwardian 
316

Westminster 
318

Radcliffe 
320

Stratford 
322

THE

Brassware Collection
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Poulie Collection

Poulie has a timeless charm that lends itself to classical 

or contemporary settings with equal ease.

 4-hole bath filler kit with handset 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

 Stopcock kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit, 
deck mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Floor mounted stand-pipe kit 
(not shown) 
For use with bath shower mixer 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit, 
wall mounted 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3-hole basin mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

298 Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology

Poulie | Brassware Collection
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Classical Collection

A charmingly successful combination of a classic tap heads with a graceful filler design.

Headwork options available:

Cisne GloboGioiello

Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology 301

4-hole bath filler kit 
featuring the Cisne headwork 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3-hole basin mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Basin mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Stopcock kit 
(available as hot or cold) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit, 
deck mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Floor mounted stand-pipe kit 
(not shown) 
for use with bath shower mixer 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

Bath shower mixer kit, 
wall mounted 
(not shown)  
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Classical Collection | Brassware Collection
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Cou Collection

Classic tap heads combine superbly with flowing contemporary contours to create a very distinctive design fusion.

4-hole bath filler and handset kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

302 Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology

3 hole basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Basin mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Stopcock kit 
(available as hot or cold) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer, deck mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or 
Polished Nickel 

 Bath shower mixer, wall mounted 
(not shown - image available upon request) 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold or 
Polished Nickel

Cou | Brassware Collection
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Niveau Collection

Niveau has a unique character thanks to its Art Deco-inspired octagonal tap heads perfectly 

complemented by the strongly angular lines of the filler.

Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology 305

4-hole bath filler kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3-hole basin mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Basin mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Stopcock kit 
(available as hot or cold) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit, 
deck mounted 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Floor mounted stand-pipe kit 
(not shown) 
for use with bath shower mixer 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit, 
wall mounted 
(not shown)  
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Niveau | Brassware Collection
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Notte Collection

A smoothly fluid form set off by a choice of handle options, Notte has a very special character all its own.

Lever options available:

Notte Black Lever Notte White Lever Notte Metal Lever

306 Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology

3-hole basin mixer kit 
with black ceramic handles 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Stopcock kit with black 
ceramic handles 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Monobloc bidet mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Black cistern lever 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel. Also available 
with White Ceramic

4-hole bath filler kit 
with black ceramic handles 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit with black 
ceramic handles 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Floor mounted stand-pipe kit 
(not shown) 
For use with bath shower mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer wall mounted 
with black ceramic handles 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Notte | Brassware Collection
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Bec Collection

The slender upright filler is a familiar design theme in period brassware, reflected here with the extra refinement of luxury handles.

Lever options available:

Bec Black lever Bec White lever Bec Metal lever

Black cistern lever 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel. Also available 
with White Ceramic

Bath shower mixer kit, deck mounted 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Floor mounted stand-pipe kit 
(not shown) 
for use with bath shower mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

  Bath shower mixer kit, wall mounted 
(not shown)  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology 309

4-hole bath filler kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Stopcock kit 
(available as hot or cold) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3-hole basin mixer kit with black 
ceramic handles 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bec | Brassware Collection
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Lierre Collection

The downward curve of the tap head arms isn’t just a distinctive period design flourish – it also 

makes the taps extremely comfortable in your hand.

310 Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology

4-hole bath filler kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3-hole basin mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Basin mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Stopcock kit 
(available as hot or cold) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit, 
deck mounted 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Floor mounted stand-pipe kit 
(not shown) 
for use with bath shower mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer kit, 
wall mounted 
(not shown)  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Lierre | Brassware Collection
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Victorian Collection

A comprehensive range for lovers of unadulterated nostalgia. If you want to feel you’re bathing 

over a century back in time then you’re assured of the authentic experience here.

Suitable for low pressure (Max 0.75 bar) 313

¾" bath pillar tap 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

½" monobloc basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

¾" bath shower mixer 
deck or wall mounted, 
complete with shower kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Standard 3 hole basin/bidet 
mixer 112mm 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

½" monobloc bidet mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Victorian cloak vanity 
monobloc basin mixer 
(for use with cloak vanity basin) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3 hole Extended basin mixer 
135mm 
(as shown on opposite page)
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

½" basin pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Victorian | Brassware Collection
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Regent Collection

A very successful crossover design that draws traditional and contemporary elements together in perfect harmony.

Lever options available:

Regent White Lever Regent Metal Lever

Bath shower mixer deck mounted, 
complete with shower kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel  

Bath shower mixer wall mounted, 
complete with shower kit (not shown)  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

314 Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology

¾" bath pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3-hole basin mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

½" basin pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Monobloc basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Tall mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

315
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Indicies available:

White Black

Edwardian Collection

Here’s the best of both worlds: hidden beneath the old time charm of the cross-head tap and graceful fillers lies the convenience 

of advanced quarter-turn ceramic disc technology.

¾" bath pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

3-hole basin mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Monobloc basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

½" basin pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Tall mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer 
deck mounted, 
complete with shower kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

 
Bath shower mixer 
wall mounted, 
complete with shower kit 
(not shown)  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology 317

Edwardian | Brassware Collection
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Westminster Collection

The classic design combination of cross-head tap and simple, elegant filler has stood the test of time for well over a 

hundred years. Here, it’s been brought up to date with advanced quarter-turn ceramic technology.

Indicies available:

White Black

3 hole basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bath shower mixer, deck 
mounted 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

 Bath shower mixer, wall mounted 
(not shown) 
(image available upon request)  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Basin mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

½" basin pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

¾" bath pillar taps 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Tall mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

318 Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology

Westminster | Brassware Collection
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Radcliffe Collection

A collection of real character. Marry Radcliffe to any modern or traditional sanitaryware to transform it into 

a real work of art, a centrepiece to be proud of. Incorporating quarter turn ceramic disc technology.

Lever options available:

Radcliffe Black lever Radcliffe White lever

Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology 321

½" basin pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

¾" bath pillar taps (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

3 hole basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Black cistern Lever 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 
also available in white Ceramic

Bath shower mixer, wall mounted 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Bath shower mixer, deck 
mounted 
(not shown)  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Monobloc basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Monobloc bidet mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Tall mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

320
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Stratford Collection

Stratford gives you the choice of the modern mono mixer or the traditional 3-hole mixer design with a classic tall swan-neck spout.

Lever options available:

Stratford Black lever Stratford White lever

Black cistern Lever 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel  
also available in white Ceramic

3 hole basin mixer 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Bath shower mixer, 
deck mounted 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Bath shower mixer, wall mounted 
(not shown) 
(image available upon request)  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Basin mono mixer kit 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

½" basin pillar taps 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

¾" bath pillar taps 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Bidet mono mixer kit 
complete with pop up waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Tall mono basin mixer 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

322  Only suitable for high pressure/pumped water systems. Ceramic disc quarter turn technology

Stratford | Brassware Collection
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Collection

THE

RADIATOR

The finest bathrooms should be wonderfully warm 

and inviting, so in this unique collection you will 

find magnificent traditional radiators along with 

a variety of towel warmers. These warmers are 

a must if you want the perfect end to a luxury 

bathing experience, stepping out and wrapping 

yourself in thick, cosy towels.

All of our radiators 

are made in Britain 

to a superior standard 

by skilled craftsmen

Radiator Collection
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Malmo 8 bar White* 
(not shown) 
h952 w675 d235mm 
3383 BTU 
Available in Chrome/White 

Malmo 6 bar 1500 White* 
h1500 w575 d235mm 
2728 BTU 
Available in Chrome/White 

Lund floor radiator* 
h952 w686 d130mm 
859 BTU 
Available in Chrome 

Pitea heated clothes horse* 
h780 w685 d230mm 
2007 BTU 
Available in Chrome 

Amal floor radiator* 
h952 w686 d140mm 
1569 BTU 
Available in Chrome 

Lund wall radiator 685mm* 
h685 w685 d130mm 
576 BTU 
Available in Chrome 

Lund wall radiator 475mm* 
(not shown) 
h750 w475 d105mm 
907 BTU 
Available in Chrome 

Malmo 5 bar White* 
h952 w500 d230mm 
1176 BTU 
Available in Chrome/White 

Radiator Collection

326 *Supplied without radiator valve

 Traditional Chrome radiator 
valves (pair) 
Available in Chrome 



Collection

THE

ACCESSORIES

Just as in haute couture, ultimate success in 

fine bathroom styling demands a keen awareness 

of the importance of accessories. With ultimate 

quality and detailing, Imperial makes it 

beautifully simple.

Metal Framed Mirrors   
330 

Classical Mirrors  
332 

Richmond 
334

Astoria 
336

Dexter 
338

Cambridge 
340

Pimlico 
342 

Oxford 
344

Highgate 
346

Avignon 
348

Istia 
350

Rondine 
352

Accessories Collection
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Metal Framed Mirrors

Mirrors are not just there for looking into. They also play an essential room styling role through 

their frame design and also by the way they enhance space by reflecting light.

Tristan wall-mounted mirror 
h750 w640mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Jules wall-mounted mirror 
h750 w595mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Isaac wall-mounted mirror 
h470 w470mm 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel 

331330
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Classical Mirror Collection

Every mirror here is hand-crafted from solid wood in our own workshops, with finishes to complement all the furniture in the Imperial collections.

As featured: 
Astoria mirror in Wenge

Rebecca luxury mirror 
h850 w685 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes, 
with or without metal strips

Genevieve luxury mirror 
h610 w610mm

Florence luxury mirror 
h800 w1100mm

Marie luxury mirror 
h950 w1250mm

Diana luxury mirror 
h850 w1100 d20mm 
Available in Wenge, Natural Oak 
or Hand Painted Finishes, 
with or without metal strips

Astoria small mirror 
h770 w607 d30mm 
Available in White or Wenge

Astoria large mirror 
(not shown) 
h755 w943 d30mm 
White or Wenge

Broadway cloak 
h650 w520 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge, 
Natural Oak, or Hand 
Painted Finishes

Linea mirror (Not shown) 
h645 w645 d20mm 
Available in White, Wenge or Natural 
Oak or Hand Painted Finishes, 
with or without opaque border

Avignon and Istia mirror brackets 
for use with Thurlestone, Linea 
and Broadway mirrors 
Available in Chrome, Antique Gold  
or Polished Nickel (price excludes 
mirror)

Westminster gallery mirror 
h670 w510 d110mm 
Available in White, Wenge or 
Natural Oak with an optional rail 
available in Chrome, Antique Gold  
or Polished Nickel

Classical Mirrors | Accessories Collection
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Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Double robe hook 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Richmond Collection

Slim and elegant shapes create a perfectly understated way to organise your bathroom life.

Wall-mounted double towel rail 
66cm  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted long towel rail 
66cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted short towel rail 
30cm (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted short 
towel rail 
50cm (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted towel shelf 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall mounted gallery shelf 50cm 
(as shown opposite) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel

Towel ring 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted soap dispenser 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel

Open toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Toilet roll holder covered 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Spare toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

334
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Astoria Collection

With its simple hexagonal wall mounting, Astoria is an ideal way to express every detail of your Art Deco bathroom styling ideas.

Towel ring 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Open toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Freestanding tumbler 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Free stranding soap dispenser 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Covered toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel 

Towel rail 
60 cm (not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Towel rail 
40 cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted gallery shelf 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Robe hook 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall mounted stranding 
soap dispenser 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Astoria | Accessories Collection
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Dexter Collection

Pleasingly geometric forms and the use of ceramics instead of glass allows Dexter 

to bridge the timespan between traditional and contemporary with ease.

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall mounted soap dispenser 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Spare toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Robe hook 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Towel ring 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted gallery shelf 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted towel rail 
36.5cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted towel rail 
61.5cm 
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Dexter | Accessories Collection
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Cambridge Collection

Gleaming white ceramic designs provide a perfect companion look for the smoothly 

flowing forms of the Imperial ceramic ware collections.

Tilting oval bevelled mirror 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Towel ring 
15cm (diameter)  
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Toilet roll holder  
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Towel rail 
71cm 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted shelf 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

340
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Pimlico Collection

The bright sparkle of faceted crystal glass finials gives Pimlico its highly distinctive look.

Towel ring 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted single towel rail 
45cm  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted long towel rail 
62cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 
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Oxford Collection

Sophisticated chrome is teamed here with bold ceramics in black that echo the strong lines 

of our classic ceramic ware collections.

Tilting oval bevelled mirror 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Towel ring 
15cm (diameter) 
(shown opposite) 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Toilet roll holder  
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted shelf 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Wall mounted soap dish 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

Wall mounted towel rail 
71cm 
Available in Black/Chrome, 
Black/Antique Gold or 
Black/Polished Nickel

345
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Highgate Collection

With the strong square forms of its fixing points and finials, Highgate makes a bold contemporary statement.

Wall-mounted toothbrush holder 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

347

Wall-mounted towel ring 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted soap dispenser 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted single towel rail 
60cm  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted  double towel rail 
60cm  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted shelf 
75cm  
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Brass freestanding toilet brush 
holder with base 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted ceramic soap dish 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Highgate | Accessories Collection
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Avignon Collection

Classically styled chrome work and frosted glass is an inspired combination, giving an effect that’s full of character.

349

Wall-mounted covered 
toilet roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted glass shelf 
71.5cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted toilet 
roll holder 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted glass shelf 
71.5cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Mirror brackets 
for use with Thurlestone, 
Linea and Broadway mirrors 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 
(excludes mirror - see page 333 
for mirror options)

Wall-mounted towel rail 
60.5cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted short towel rail 
42cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

348
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Istia Collection

With its distinctive baroque-style curl Istia is an inspired choice to complement a classically indulgent bathroom space. 

Towel ring 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Free-standing toilet brush 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Toilet roll holder 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Mirror brackets 
for use with Thurlestone, 
Linea and Broadway mirrors 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel 
(price excludes mirror - see page 
333 for mirror options)

Wall-mounted glass shelf 
77cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted small towel rail 
34cm 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Wall-mounted large towel rail 
63cm  
(not shown) 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold 
or Polished Nickel

Istia | Accessories Collection
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Rondine Collection

A perfect fusion of gleaming chrome and pure white 

ceramic details. Rondine is a natural accessory choice to 

complete any of our ceramic ware collections.

Wall-mounted long towel rail 
61cm 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted short towel rail 
41cm 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted soap dish and 
tumbler 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted toilet roll holder 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted tumbler 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted robe hook 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted soap dish 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Freestanding toilet brush 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

Wall-mounted glass shelf 
71.5cm 
Available in White/Chrome, 
White/Antique Gold or 
White/Polished Nickel 

353352
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 Click Clack Basin Waste 
Available in Chrome, 
Antique Gold or Polished Nickel, 
Slotted or Unslotted

Traditional ‘P’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Free-flow Waste 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

1 1/4” Basin Waste complete 
with Solid Brass Plug & Chain 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Bath Pop-up Waste 
Available in Standard Chrome 
or Extended Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Imperial Ceramic Basin 
Plug and Brass waste 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Bath Extra Filler kit  
For use with 2 way concealed 
Shower Valves 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Small Modern bottle trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel ZONE 0

Bath or Shower

ZONE 2 OUTSIDE ZONE

ZONE 2
60cm (24")

ZONE 1
225cm (88")

OUTSIDE ZONE

ZONE 2
60cm (24")

ZONE 2
60cm (24")

ZONE 0
Bath or Shower

Lamps have been manufactured with care from 
quality materials and when installed correctly 
should give many years of trouble free service. To 
ensure your complete safety and satisfaction, before 
commencing any installation please ensure that 
you have read and fully understood the following 
instructions. Remember; if you have any doubts 
about connection please consult a qualified 
electrician.

IMPORTANT: We recommend that lamps are 
installed by a qualified electrician in accordance with 
current IEE wiring and building regulations. These 
lamps are not suitable for outdoor use.

Resistance to moisture: These lamps have been 
tested and rated at IP44. When assembled & 
mounted correctly, they are suitable for use in 
Bathrooms (Zone 2 and Outside Zone). Correct 
orientation of the wall lamps is essential to maintain 
this protection rating and is shown on the label 1.058

WARNING 
Switch off electricity supply at fuse box before 
and during installation and maintenance. We 
recommend that the circuit fuse or breaker is 
withdrawn to prevent accidental switching on 
whilst work is in progress. Light fittings should 
be protected by a maximum 6 amp fuse / 
miniature circuit breaker (M.C.B.)

Bathrooms need to operate on both 

a practical and sensory level to tackle 

the morning rush and evening unwind. 

Imperial lighting ranges are designed to 

perform as both task and mood lighting, 

offering the perfect lighting conditions 

for bathrooms as well as other rooms 

in the house.

1. Remove the stainless steel mounting plate from 
the back of the lamp by unscrewing the allen screw 
in the top edge of the lamp back plate using the 
allen key provided.

2. Carefully mark the position of the fixing holes 
for the wall mounting plate in the desired position 
on the wall ensuring that the plate is the correct 
way up and not back to front. The wall lamps are 
quite heavy, and the mounting plate will need to be 
securely screwed to the wall using suitable fixings 
for the particular type of wall construction where the 
lamp is to be installed.

3. Taking great care not to interfere with existing 
cables or pipework, drill the fixing holes of a suitable 
size for the screws or fixings you are using.

4. Pass the cables from the wall through the plastic 
grommet of the mounting plate, and secure the 
plate to the wall using the screws or other fixings you 
have chosen. Carefully support the wall lamp, while 
making the mains connection as below.

5. The wires are coded as follows:

Brown - Live (L) 
Blue - Neutral (N) 
Green/Yellow - Earth (E) - THESE LAMPS MUST 
BE EARTHED

6. Connect the mains wires securely to the lamp 
as indicated above, using only the special terminal 
block supplied with the lamp. To open the terminal 
block cover, insert a small flat bladed screwdriver 

into both of the small slots on the front of the cover 
marked with an arrow. Pushing the screwdriver down 
slightly and levering gently away from the housing 
will release the two small catches allowing the cover 
to be opened. When making the connection, ensure 
that no bare or loose strands of wire are exposed, 
and that the outer sheath of the supply cable passes 
through the special grommet into the connector box. 
Do not dissemble the connections made already 
from the lamp to the terminal block.

7. Secure the lamp to the mounting plate from the 
lower edge of the back plate first, sliding the lamp 
slightly upward to locate the tang on the mounting 
plate in the slot in the back of the lamp. Once 
located, bring the top of the lamp backplate toward 
the wall and secure by tightening the allen screw in 
the top edge with the allen key provided. Ensure that 
no wires are trapped when tightening the allen screw.

WATTAGE 
Never exceed the maximum wattage as indicated on 
the bulb holders.

BULB REPLACEMENT 
This differs between models: - Follow the directions 
below for only the model in use. In all cases, switch 
off the lamp and allow the bulb to cool prior to 
commencing.

Carlyon Single and Double, Radcliffe Single and 
Double, Toledo Single and Double: Unscrew the 
glass shade and replace the bulb with the same type 
as marked on the bulb holder.

Brokton and Pendant: - Shade and Bulb 
replacement. Unscrew the domed glass bulb cover 
complete with shade ring. (This is quite stiff due 
to its rubber sealing gland). Unscrew and remove 
the bulb. You can now fit the shade of your choice. 
With the shade seated on the bulb holder, screw in 
a new E14 screw cap tube shaped bulb of up to 40 
watts maximum. Finally screw the glass bulb cover 
and shade ring back on to the lamp as a unit (it 
can easily be re-seated if they have come apart in 
disassembly).

Cadiz and Avila: Carefully remove the domed frosted 
glass bulb cover (this is a pull/push fit over the 
rubber seals at the base of the bulb holder). Unscrew 
the glass shade if greater access is required and pull 
out the old bulb. Replace the bulb with a G9 mains 
voltage halogen bulb of 40 watts maximum taking 
care not to let the bulb have direct contact with your 
fingers. Screw the glass shade back on to the lamp 
and finally push home the domed frosted glass bulb 
cover ensuring it is over the seals at the bottom of 
the bulb holder.

CARE OF THIS PRODUCT 
Clean only with a dry soft duster. Do not use any 
proprietary cleaners and polishes, which may have a 
detrimental effect on the finish.

Complaints made following installation cannot be 
accepted.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES
IP44 rated wall lamps - information and installation

Important Information Imperial recommends that a qualified electrician should install your lighting.

 Traditional Chrome radiator 
valves (pair) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Ironbridge Metal HL Cistern 
Brackets (2) 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Tidy Plug Extended Bath Waste 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Ceramic WC Pan Connector 
Available in Straight 236 or 
300mm and a 90 Degree floor 
connector 
Available in White or Black

Note: Imperial recomends plumbers 
mate for use with the above

Classic ‘S’ trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Traditional Bottle Trap 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Ancillaries

LIGHTING ZONES
Getting it right

Ancillaries Installation Instructions  and Lighting Zones
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The Imperial Bathroom Company (“Imperial”) 
recommends that all products are purchased with 
the assistance of a specialist bathroom retailer 
and always installed by an experienced installer 
who is a member of a recognised plumbing 
association. A list of bathroom retailers is available 
from our sales office and many retailers who 
display the Imperial product ranges can offer a 
complete design and installation service or will be 
able to recommend a qualified installer.

Imperial’s sanitaryware products are produced 
to the most demanding standards set by any 
manufacturer in the industry and each piece 
can be subject to as many as 15 individual 
quality control checks during production. 
Notwithstanding the high quality finishes 
achieved in the Imperial factory, all sanitaryware 
is subject to the limitations of the ceramic 
manufacturing process. Unlike machine finished 
products, natural clay based products shrink and 
move during firing and because it is not possible 
to control this process absolutely, minor variations 
in the dimensional stability of finished products 
will occur. In most instances this is not noticeable 
and will have no significant effect upon the 
installation or the look of the finished bathroom. 

Important, please note the following:

(I) Sizes 
All sizes quoted in this brochure are nominal. 
Actual ceramic sizes may vary by + or – 2% 
against the figures quoted in our technical data.

When planning installations where dimensions 
are critical it is essential that the space allowed 
for individual items is physically checked with the 
products to be installed.

(II) Fitting Basins to Vanity Units 
This presents the installer with a common 
situation where the machine finished vanity 
unit is designed in order to obtain the optimum 
fit between the unit and the ceramic basin. 
Fillets provided on the top edges of the unit 
are reshaped to accommodate the basin. Once 
the basin has been fitted in this way it should 
be bedded onto the unit using silicon sealer to 
ensure that a watertight seal is achieved.

Semi recessed basins and inset vanity basins 
must also be sealed between the ceramic surface 
and the furniture surface using silicon sealer.

(III) Wood Finishes 
All natural wood finishes mature with age and 
colours may vary slightly from batch to batch. It is 
therefore not always possible to achieve a precise 
colour match. Imperial’s products utilise natural 
materials and therefore the appearance of the 
visual properties typical of such materials are to 
be expected in the finished product.

(IV) Vitreous China  
These are extremely hard, non-porous products; 
but are also brittle and therefore must not be 
put under stress during installation. Basin waste 
fittings when over tightened can create stress 
within the ceramic material which may in time 
cause the failure of the product. Waste fittings 
should be carefully bedded in silicon and the back 
nut hand tightened. One additional quarter turn 
using a suitable spanner is sufficient to create the 
required watertight seal.

Care should also be taken when fitting brassware 
to tap platforms in order to prevent similar stress 
related failures.

All products should be inspected before 
installation.

(V) Cistern Flushing 
All Imperial WC pans and cisterns flush at 6 litres 
in compliance with European requirements. 
Our cisterns and pans are carefully balanced to 
provide the best possible flush. All of our cisterns 
are priced to include the flush fitting, levers and 
flush pipes. These have been carefully selected 
and tested. We are therefore unable to accept 
responsibility for poor or non flushing situations 
where these items have been changed or fitted 
incorrectly.

(VI) Acrylic Baths 
Acrylic bath sizes are nominal and should be 
checked initially against technical data. For 
example, baths are often quoted as being 
1700mm x 750mm but this can often relate to 
an actual size such as (for example) 1675mm 
x 735mm. The final size often depends on the 
degree of detail incorporated in the design.

All baths should be carefully inspected before 
installation. When installing a bath with a panel, 
care should be taken to ensure that the bath is 
properly supported by the adjustable feet and 
not by the bath rim. If the bath is being fixed to 
a wall, ensure that the wall brackets supplied are 
properly utilised to secure the bath.

A flexible sealer should be used between bath 
edge and wall as well as between bath edge and 
panel or plinth. Imperial recommends filling the 
bath prior to sealing to ensure a secure seal that 
will withstand the additional loads that a full bath 
will be subjected to.

(VII) Gold Plating 
All items supplied in antique gold finish have 
been plated in the UK and the quality of gold 
plating complies with British and European 
Standards relating to the products concerned.

Gold plated products are easy to look after, but 
it is important that cleaning instructions are 

followed carefully to ensure a long and trouble 
free life. Please refer to the “Looking after your 
bathroom” section of our product information for 
best practices on plated finishes.

(VIII) Furniture 
Imperial furniture is produced from a combination 
of solid wood and real wood veneer panels, 
and all sizes quoted are nominal and must be 
checked against actual product. The timber 
used is supplied from renewable sources and 
whilst every care is taken in the manufacture of 
wooden products inevitably there will always 
be variations in both colour and grain pattern 
between individual pieces - indeed this is part of 
the beauty and unique appeal of using a natural 
material. Where frosted glass is a feature, only 
toughened safety glass is used.

(IX) Cast Iron Baths 
During manufacture a thick coat of powder 
enamel is fused onto the internal surface of the 
red hot cast iron. This long established process 
can however produce ripples, small dimples and 
specks on the surface which are indeed part of 
the character and appeal of this type of product 
- the performance of the bath is however not 
affected. The outer surface is factory finished to 
a high standard requiring only the application 
of a bathroom specified paint. To maintain the 
appearance, rinse immediately after use and 
dry with a soft cloth. It is important to clean 
regularly with a VEA approved (Vitreous Enamel 
Association) cleaning compound that is applied 
only with a soft cloth. Dripping taps should be 
avoided.

(X) Bar Pressures 
Poulie, Cisne, Globo, Cou, Niveau, Gioiello, Glace, 
Notte, Pre, Vuelo, Bec and Lierre products are 
only suitable for high pressure/pumped water 
systems (1-3 Bar).

Edwardian, Westminster and crown Lever 
products are suitable for systems 0.5 Bar. Where 
these products are to be installed in a high 
pressure situation it will be necessary to install a 
pressure reducing valve.

Victorian products are suitable for use in a low 
pressure situations 0.2 Bar. Where these products 
are to be installed in a high pressure situation it 
will be necessary to install a pressure reducing 
valve.

(XI) Stone / Marble Products 
Each marble/granite top has been produced 
from a solid piece of natural stone and as such, 
you should expect each piece to be somewhat 
individual and feature natural grains and small 
sand holes – this gives each piece its own 
character and uniqueness and is not a reflection 

of poor quality or sub-standard materials or 
craftsmanship. 

(XII) Basin stands 
Basin stands are produced by hand and slight 
imperfections on the surface detail are normal 
due to the material and the manufacturing 
process.

(XIII) The Hardwick glass legs 
The Hardwick glass legs are manufactured from 
Borosilicate 3.3 glass, 30mm diameter - Not 
toughened.

(XIV) Tiles 
Tiles have been manufactured from the finest 
blend of natural materials and glazes, due to the 
manufacturing processes involved some small 
deviations in size and shade may occur. In order 
to obtain the best blend, we recommend taking 
tiles from a number of boxes on application. To 
obtain the best appearance, we recommend a  
minimum 3mm grout line. It is vital to use only 
waterproof adhesives and grouts.

The ‘crackle’ glaze used is made to simulate 
the look of tiles manufactured in the 1920’s and 
30’s. The glaze may continue to further crackle 
after installation but is a surface finish only and 
will not affect the structural integrity of the body 
of the tile.

Imperial recommends the use of a water cooled 
cutter with diamond blade for cutting. 

Technical details of Antique Crackle wall tiles 
Size (cm) Pieces/box m²/box Kgs/box

13x13 30 0.5 8.65

6.5x13 60 0.5 9.10

Technical details of Plaza wall tiles 
Size (cm) Pieces/box m²/box Kgs/box

7.5x15 44 0.52 7.04

15x15 22 0.51 7.30

Technical details of Georgian wall tiles 
Size (cm)Pieces/box          m²/box Kgs/box

13x26 15 0.5 8.95

13x26 15 0.5 8.85

3x3 180 N/a 2.70

Technical details of Georgian floor tiles 
Size (cm) Pieces/box m²/box Kgs/box

13x52 8 0.54 14.0

Technical details of Elizabethan floor tiles 
Size (cm) Pieces/box m²/box Kgs/box

30x30 15 1.35 24.30

20x20 30 1.16 21.11

3.5x3.5 180 N/a 4.02

Technical details of Tudor floor tiles 
Size (cm) Pieces/box m²/box Kgs/box

30x30 15 1.35 24.30 

30x30 6 0.54 4.30 
(mosaic)

Technical details of Edwardian wall tiles 
Size (cm) Pieces/box m²/box Kgs/box

30x60 6 1.08 17.3

Technical details of Edwardian floor tiles 
Size (cm) Pieces/box m²/box Kgs/box

33x33 11 1.22 21.6

Design 
The substrate must be suitable for the intended 
use of the flooring especially if intended for heavy 
loads.

It is essential to provide for the use of expansion 
joints, especially for large areas.

Before tiling 
Lay approximately 3-4 m2 of material on the 
ground, taking the tiles from different boxes and 
checking that they comply with the order. Check 
that the colour, gauge and quality are the same.

Please remember we cannot accept complaints 
after tiles have been laid. In fitting the tiles the 
consumer has signified that the products are 
deemed acceptable in terms of quality and finish.

Tiling 
We recommend that an adequate joint is always 
left between the tiles (minimum 2-3 mm), if 
necessary be sure to allow for expansion joints for 
large surfaces.

The tiling criteria must comply with the intended 
use of the flooring.

The tiles can be laid with either adhesives or 
cement-based mortar.

lf adhesives are to be used, the surface must be 
perfectly level and prepared to ensure the tiles will 
be correctly anchored.

Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations 
scrupulously regarding the choice and the 
application of the adhesive.

When tiling, remember to take tiles from several 
boxes in order to mix them.

Do not use marker pens to mark where tiles are to 
be cut, especially if they are permanent markers.

Grouting joints 
Only waterproof grouts and adhesives should be 
used in the fitting of Imperial’s tile ranges. 

Should you intend to apply a coloured grout, only 
use pre-packed products; it is important to follow 
carefully the manufacturer’s instructions for use.

We always recommend paying particular 
attention when grout in a contrast colour is to 
be used (e.g. pale tiles and dark coloured grouts 
such as black, dark blue or red). ln this instance, 
it is advisable to test it on some loose tiles first 
before using it.

We are not liable for tiles that have been stained 
by coloured grouts, as this problem only occurs if 

the grout has not been applied correctly.

Cleaning after tiling 
After the tiles have been laid and grouted the 
floor must be carefully cleaned to remove the 
calcium-cement residue from grouting. Only 
clean a small area of 1m² at a time using a 
phosphoric-hydrochloric acid buffer, scale-
remover, which should be correctly diluted in 
water; then rinse with clean water several times 
and remove the residue water with a vacuum. A 
small area should be tested first prior to applying 
to the entire laid surface. Imperial cannot be held 
liable for damage sustained to tiled surfaces if this 
process is not followed.

Protecting the floor during completion work 
on-site

We recommend protecting the floor, which 
should be perfectly clean and dry, using sheets of 
PVC and Airballs to prevent damage to the floor 
during the completion of any work on-site.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR BATHROOM 
The glazed finish of your sanitaryware should be 
cleaned after use by applying a small amount of 
non-abrasive cream-type cleaner. Apply using 
a sponge or damp cloth and rinse thoroughly 
with clean water. Cleaners containing abrasive 
materials should be avoided.

All surfaces which are Chrome, Gold or Nickel 
plated should be cleaned with warm soapy 
water and dried with a soft cloth. Under no 
circumstances should bleach, de-scaling 
solutions, abrasive cleaning products, polishes, 
or detergent be used on plated surfaces. In 
particular, should these materials be used on gold 
plated items it is possible that the surface will be 
damaged.

Acrylic baths should be cleaned using similar 
non-abrasive cleaners.

Bathroom furniture, seats and bath panels can 
be wiped over with a damp cloth and dried with 
a soft duster.

The use of polishes containing silicon or any 
abrasive materials can damage the wood finish. 
Natural wax polishes should be used sparingly 
and applied using a soft dry cloth.

Stone / Marble - Each piece of stone/marble 
has been highly polished but will require regular 
maintenance with appropriate care and sealant 
products. 

Using the right ongoing care products will 
facilitate the cleaning process and will maintain 
a fresher appearance of your stone surfaces. We 
recommend that you re-treat your purchase on a 
quarterly or six-monthly basis dependant upon 
use. For very heavy use (restaurants, hotels etc), 
we recommend even more frequent applications. 
Stone care products should always be tested as 
to their effectiveness and their compatibility to 
the surface in a small, inconspicuous area. All 
surfaces should be regularly cleaned with a soft, 
lint-free damp cloth. Marble and other limestones 
will be damaged when exposed to acidic 
substances (cement residue remover, bathroom 

cleaners, vinegar, ketchup, wine, cola, fruit juices, 
etc.) – please avoid. For more unusual kinds of 
dirt and blemishes (e.g. paint, wax, grease, oil, tar, 
algae, etc.) you should only use special proprietary 
cleaning products. These are readily available 
from specialist outlets. For further guidance, we 
recommend that you contact ‘Lithofin’ at 
www.lithofin.co.uk.

Tiles should be cleaned by washing with warm 
water to which a neutral, clear, low sulphate 
detergent has been added. After cleaning, rinse 
well with clean water and polish with a clean soft 
dry cloth.

Looked after in this way your Imperial products 
will provide many years of reliable service.

MANUFACTURING POLICY 
1.  The policy of Imperial is one of continuous 

improvement. We therefore reserve the right 
to alter or amend specifications/dimensions 
and prices without notice and to withdraw 
specific items/colours without notice.

2.  Colour reproduction in this brochure is as 
accurate as the variables in photographic and 
printing process will allow and specific colours 
may vary from actual products.

3.  Great care is taken to ensure that products 
supplied by Imperial are supplied to you in 
perfect condition. Your purchases should, 
however, be checked for manufacturing 
defects (or damage) before any installation 
work is carried out. We are unable to accept 
responsibility for any defect which was 
evident before or has occurred as a result of 
installation.

GUARANTEES (UK AND IRELAND) 
All guarantees offered are subject to the products 
being installed, cleaned and maintained in 
accordance with Imperial’s guidelines. Any 
deviation from the advised installation methods, 
care and maintenance recommendations could 
result in the guarantee becoming invalid.

1.  Vitreous china manufactured by Imperial 
carries a lifetime guarantee against failure 
caused by manufacturing defects. Products 
manufactured from Fireclay carry a 10 
year guarantee against failure caused by 
manufacturing defects.

2.  Imperial taps and mixers are guaranteed 
against manufacturing defects for 5 years 
excluding plated surfaces and replaceable 
parts which are subject to normal use i.e. 
washers, ceramic discs and moving parts.

3.  Imperial furniture, seats and panels are 
guaranteed against manufacturing defects for 
a period of 2 years from installation.

4.  Imperial acrylic and cast iron baths carry a 
20 year guarantee on manufacturing defects. 
The Windsor baths carry a 10 year guarantee 
on manufacturing defects. Imperial will not 
be liable for any claims relating to fair wear 
and tear or damage caused by impacts to the 
bath surface i.e. from shower handsets, bath 
wastes, toiletries containers etc. 

5.  All stone and marble products carry a 2 year 
guarantee against manufacturing defects; 
no guarantee is offered against staining/
discolouration.

6.  Tiles carry a 5 year guarantee against 
manufacturing defects; no guarantee is 
offered against staining/discolouration.

7.  Basin stands carry a 5 year guarantee against 
manufacturing defects excluding plated 
finishes.

MAKING A CLAIM 
To make a claim under the guarantee the 
following conditions must be met:

1.  Proof of purchase should be supplied at the 
time of the claim.

2.  The product should have been fitted in 
accordance with Imperial’s fixing instructions, 
current UK Water Regulations and general 
good plumbing practice.

3.  The product should have been used for 
its sole design purpose and maintained in 
accordance with Imperial’s care instructions. 
Imperial cannot accept responsibility for the 
failure of a product if it has been modified, 
misused, neglected or wilfully or accidentally 
damaged. 

4.  Imperial reserves the right to request 
photographic evidence to support your 
claims. 

Imperial must be given reasonable opportunity 
to inspect the product in the installed situation. 
If removed the product should be retained for 
inspection.

5.  Imperial’s policy is one of continuous 
improvement.  If the claim under the 
guarantee is found by Imperial to be valid, 
Imperial will offer a free replacement of the 
affected product. If the product has failed 
under the terms of the guarantee and a 
replacement is offered, but identical goods 
are no longer available, Imperial will replace 
the product with the nearest equivalent.

6.  Liability is limited to individual products and 
does not cover consequential loss or damage 
on installations.

7.  Imperial will not bear costs for repairs or 
replacements where the product fault is due 
to the following:

• Accidental or malicious damage

• Improper and/or inappropriate use

• Negligence

• General wear and tear

•  Damage due to poor installation 
or servicing

•  Where modifications have been made 
to the product

•  Where the product has not been used 
for its sole purpose

This guarantee does not affect your 
statutory rights.

CUSTOMER CARE AND GUARANTEES
Purchasing, installing and caring for your Imperial bathroom

Customer Care and Guarantees
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Hand painted wood options:

Oiled wood finishes: Wood finishes:

** Please note that not every colour option is available in every furniture 
collection. Please contact your local retailer for colour swatches.

▲ Special finish, only available on limited items.

Light Oak Natural Oak*Dark Oak Wenge

Rosedale White 

Stoneywell Slate Moseley BlueHenley Blue

Cream Haze

Grey Ecru 

Nutmeg HazeWhite 

Every piece of Imperial bathroom furniture is hand-made by our craftspeople in Britain using traditional jointed construction and a range of solid 

woods which are either finished to enhance the timber’s natural grain or hand-painted in a selection of classic shades. Please see the table below 

for finishes available in each range.

Available finishes: **Hand painted wood Wood Oiled wood

W
hite
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hite
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G
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utm

eg H
aze

H
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lue

M
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lue

N
atural O

ak

W
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W
alnut

D
ark O

ak

Light O
ak

Range name:

Carlyon Thurlestone • • • • • • • • • • •

Carlyon Roseland • • • • • • • • • • •

Etoile Canterbury • • • • • • • • • • •

Astoria Deco Thurlestone • • • • • • • • •

Astoria Deco Harmony • • • • • • • • •

Radcliffe Thurlestone • • • • • • • • •

Radcliffe Linea • • •

Radcliffe Westbury • • • • • • • • • ▲

Radcliffe Attica • • • • •

Radcliffe Esteem • • • • • • • •

Oxford Furniture • • •

Firenze Verona • • • • • • • • • • •

Westminster Victoria • • • • • • • • •

Westminster Linea • • •

Drift Furniture • • •

*also available in unfinished oak

Available Furniture Finishes
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For further information or technical specifications, 

please visit our website www.imperial-bathrooms.co.uk 

now smart phone and tablet compatible

Copyright © The Imperial Bathroom Company Limited 2017. All rights reserved
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